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Whether you were in the main hall 
in Bega, observing from the Civic 
Centre, snuggled up on the couch 
with a cuppa or listening quietly 
with headphones from your office 
desk, I am sure you would agree 
that last month’s State Conference 
was certainly a special one! 

After the required cancellation of 
last year’s conference, a year of 
minimal social engagements and 
the excitement buzzing as the 
Association moves into its 100th 
year, the Conference provided 
some normality, allowed our 
members to have the important 
debates and conversations again, 
and allowed old friends and new 
friends to come together once 

again. 

One of the most exciting parts of 
the Conference for me was having 
the whole function livestreamed 
for all of our members to be part 
of, whether they were able to make 
the trip to Bega or not. While I was 
lucky enough to “be in the room” 
thanks to the Journal, members 
from my own Branch were 
livestreaming the Conference from 
their desk at work, during nap time 
and after getting the children off to 
school. 

Being able to be a part of the 
Conference while still completing 
work, community and family 
responsibilities allowed members 

to gain a deeper understanding of 
the Association and knowledge our 
advocacy focuses going forward. 

A huge congratulations to the 
Conference Organising Committee, 
the various state committees and 
the State Office team for pulling 
together an amazing Conference 
experience. I can imagine the 
logistics of organising this event 
on so many different levels, using 
so many different locations and 
ensuring a quality experience 
for several different cohorts of 
participants must have been 
extremely difficult but the outcome 
was impressive!

Sue-Ellen Hogan, Hon Editor
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“The Country Women’s Association 
is an effective vehicle for change. It 
is not our intention to duplicate the 
work of government but since we 
believe that we have an obligation 
to help change society and make 
essential contributions to uplifting 
the lives of those living in regional 
and rural NSW and the ACT, we 
need to pursue parallel efforts that 
can bring such goals into fruition. 
This pro-active stance is not only a 
vision; it underpins the aims of our 
organisation.

“Doing nothing at a time when 
committed and informed action is 
called for, is the greatest disservice 
we can do to our country and 
people—and that is the exact opposite 
of CWA’s beliefs and foundational 
principles.

“There are many worthy endeavours 
that we can pursue to improve the 
lives of those in regional and rural 
NSW. But all these require that we 
get our act together and ensure that 
the commitment of every member 
remains intact. That is a challenge 
that we as members of the Country 
Women’s Association face on a daily 
basis, and it will be for as long as we 
continue to improve the lives of so 
many, in regional and rural NSW 
and the ACT. We must keep working 
together. 

“The office to which you have 
installed me would be of no value and 
bereft of meaning if any part of this 
entire body of the Country Women’s 
Association refuses to unite and 
fails to consolidate its own ranks. 
We need to continue developing the 
spirit of teamwork among us and 

believe that each member of our 
team is too important to be ignored 
or seen in isolation from the rest of 
us. Teamwork divides the task and 
multiplies success. In other words, 
division in any organisation should 
apply only to the tasks and duties 
assigned to individual members, and 
not to the varied loyalties and hidden 
agenda of a few.”

I have included part of the opening 
of my address from Conference. I 
believe it is important that we work 
together for the advancement of 
our Association, the recruitment 
of new members, as well as our 
ongoing work within and for our 
communities through works as well 
as advocacy. 
Our 99th Conference was an 
amazing example of how, when, we 
work together great things happen. 
The office in Mascot is a madhouse 
in the weeks before Conference. 
Papers compiled, goods gathered 
together for the smooth running of 
the conference and displays, all the 
organisation that goes into running 
an event. To all who worked so 
hard there and on through the 
conference, thank you.
To the Conference Organising 
Committee, words cannot express 
my gratitude for the work they put in 
to making the Bega Conference such 
a success. They each had individual 
portfolios which combined to create 
the spectacular that was the Bega 
Conference and Gala Dinner. Thank 
you, Helen Galton, Robyn Wright, 
Alison Jenkins Annette Kennewell, 
Nelleke Gorton, Vicki Hummell and 
Lyn Lawson. 
To Ruth Shanks and her band 
of COVID marshalls, thank you 
for making a necessary activity 
pleasurable and non-threatening 
one.
The teamwork of everyone involved 
with the Conference shows that 
individuals working together 
towards a unified agenda for all, not 
a personal one, brings success to all.
Apart from the inconvenience and 

State President’s Letter

Disaster Relief Fund
The CWA of NSW Disaster Relief 
Fund allows tax-deductible 
donations to be made to support 
people in need. 

If you would like to make a tax-
deductible donation to the 
Disaster Relief Fund please 
complete the details below and 
you will be provided with a receipt 
for taxation purposes.

Name  _______________

  ___________________

Address:  ______________

  ___________________

Email:  ________________

I wish to make a gift of: $  ____

Please make cheque or money 
order payable to CWA Disaster 
Relief Fund and send to:

CWA of NSW, PO Box 222, Mascot, 
NSW, 1460

Donations of $2.00 or more are 
tax-deductible.

noise of the rain, I hope everyone 
enjoyed their time on the Far South 
Coast. I hope that for those who 
wanted it to, the rains followed 
them home or they at least had a 
chance to maybe dance in it a bit. 
I look forward to the coming 12 
months as we follow through with 
what was put in place at the Bega 
Conference, as well as the planning 
for our Centenary Conference at 
Royal Randwick in May 2022. Already 
the range of other branch and 
group activities for 2022 promises 
a wonderful array of celebrations 
in true CWA style across NSW and 
ACT.
“When something bad happens, you 
have three choices: You can either let 
it define you, let it destroy you, or let 
it strengthen you.”—Unknown

 Stephanie
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CEO’s Report

It was so wonderful to be at 
Conference again and see so many 
members in-person. It is such a busy 
week but full of great energy and buzz 
and the team in attendance from 
State Office very much enjoyed the 
opportunity to see many members 
face to face for the first time in a 
long time. A huge thank you must 
go to the Organising Committee 
for staging such a fabulous event. 
This year had a whole additional 
layer of complexity to attend to in 
relation to keeping everyone COVID 
Safe which created a lot of work for 
everyone involved. Particular thanks 
also to Ruth Shanks and her team of 
willing helpers who assisted with 
all the additional COVID aspects of 
Conference. 
We were privileged again to have the 
support of a number of sponsors. 
I’d like to thank Telstra particularly 
for their support of the livestream 
costs, which were over and above 
their usual sponsorship support. It 
was also great to welcome our other 
sponsors and have them included in 
the trade display section. Thank you 
to all who interacted and engaged 
with these partners. 
A Conference survey will be sent 
to all attendees (both observers 
and delegates) from conference, 
as well as all members. We are 
particularly interested in feedback 
from those who have attended 
conferences under both the new 
and old arrangements, so that the 
State Executive Committee can 
consider the format of Conference 
going forward at their upcoming 
July meeting. 
For those not able to attend 

Conference, we hope you enjoy the 
information in this edition of the 
journal. There are also many other 
photos for you to have a look at on 
the CWA of NSW Facebook page as 
well. This year was also the first year 
that we livestreamed the entirety of 
the proceedings at Conference and 
those recording are available on the 
member section of the website for 
viewing at any time. 
Work now turns to the big 2022 
centenary year. There have already 
been a range of initiatives and ideas 
acted upon, and the Centenary 
Committee and the Conference 
Organising Committee are working 
hard in the background to make it a 
very memorable year. 
Advocacy on a range of issues has 
kept us busy recently and there is 
also an update on those activities in 
this edition of the journal. We have 
many issues to work on coming out 
of Conference and some of the work 
has already begun on pursuing the 

policies that were passed. We look 
forward to keeping you informed 
of progress against these policies 
throughout the year.

Danica Leys,
Chief Executive Officer

CWA of NSW closed 
Facebook Group
CWA of NSW’s member-only 
Facebook group began in 
December 2016 and now has over 
2,500 members. It is a convenient 
way to discuss CWA-related 
topics and share ideas with 
others members.
If you have Facebook, you can 
join the group by going to 
www.facebook.com/groups/
cwaofnsw/ click join group and 
then reply to the automatic 
message with your branch (and 
your name if it is different from 
the name you use on Facebook). 

Postage Increase
Postage rates for the CWA shop have increased to cover the cost of 
postage and packaging. The new postage rates commenced on 10th 
April 2021.

Postage weights cost

1g-80g (eg badges, badge ribbons) $3.50

81g–500g $10.00

501 g–1 kg $13.50

Over 1 kg–3 kg $16.50

Over 3kg–5kg $20.00

Over 5 kg–10 kg $23.50

Over 10 kg–15 kg $34.00

Over 15 kg–20 kg $39.00

Box of Cookbooks $34.00

To download an order form which calculates postage, go to www.
cwaofnsw.org.au/orderform. 

If shopping online ensure you sign in—do not create a new account. 
Contact State Office if you need assistance. 

1
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News
2022 Conference—Royal Randwick

The 2022 Conference will be held 2nd—5th May 2022 at 
Royal Randwick with registration and church service 
on Sunday, 1st May. More information will be available 
in the December journal.

Conference Photos Online

The official photos from the Conference have been 
uploaded to a secure online photo album at www.
cwaofnsw.shutterfly.com. The password for this site is 
cwaphotos

WHS Reminder

Please ensure your branch/group has completed 
annual evaluation of safety in your meeting places if 
you haven’t already. The WHS kit can be downloaded 
from the website (in the downloads section).

Call for State Committee Nominations

There are three positions available in the State Cultural 
Committee and six positions in the Show Catering 
Committee. Nomination for State Committee (G14-1-
718) and Essential Selection Criteria to be received at 
State Office by Monday, 5 July and will be considered 
at the July Executive meeting.

Garry Prize topic 2022

The topic for the Garry Prize essay competition is: 
Women in Leadership. Would having more women in 
leadership roles benefit our communities? How can we 
empower women to take on leadership roles?

Essays are to be of 500 words length and sent to the 
editor by 15 February 2022.

Letters
Thank you so much to the CWA of NSW for awarding 
me a Jopling Scholarship this year.

I am so very pleased to have this award as it is 
helping me and my parents to pay for uniforms fees 
and excursions at my high school, Wagga Wagga 
High. I am 13 years old and started high school 
earlier this year.

I like dancing and cooking. I am a member of 
Wagga Wagga Evening Branch as a Junior member. 
Recently I came second in the Riverina Group 
Cookery competition with my butterfly cakes.

Thank you again.

Yours sincerely,
Sienna

1
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Agricultural & Environmental
Agricultural & 

Environmental Seminar
Leeton, NSW

13th & 14th September 2021

Visiting DPI Yanco, a malt house, 
wetlands, a cotton facility and 
more.

Name(s) ______________
____________________
____________________
Address: ______________
____________________
_______ Post Code: _____
Phone: _______________
Mobile: _______________
Email: ________________
____________________
Branch _______________
Group: _______________

Emergency contact details
Name: _______________
Phone: _______________

 I have enclosed a cheque/
money order for $130 per 
person for the seminar. 
Total:__________

Cheques or money orders to be 
made payable to “CWA of NSW”.

 I have paid by direct deposit for 
$130 per person for the seminar.

Total:__________

Date:___________

The account details for direct 
deposit are:
BSB: 062 014  A/C: 00901538
Name: Country Women’s 
Association of New South Wales
Reference: Your last name 
followed by AAE
Send coupon with payment by 31 
August to: Joy Beames, PO Box 
92, Dunedoo 2844
Ph: 0428 751 173
Email: joybeames@gmail.com

It is with much pleasure that I 
present my first report and only a 
week following Conference. I trust 
that all delegates and observers 
enjoyed the Conference and the 
hospitality of the Bega Valley. 
Congratulations to the Organising 
Committee and all others involved 
for a wonderful Conference that was 
held under trying circumstances. I 
am looking forward to meeting and 
working with the new Agricultural 
& Environmental Committee and 
thank you to those who set up and 
managed the display throughout the 
week.
Mice, and the devastation and 

emotional stress that they are 
causing, continue to be a hot topic 
within some areas of New South 
Wales. Thank you to Danica and 
other members who were able to 
attend the parliamentary briefing 
along side NSW Farmers Association 
about how the mice have been and 
continue to impact on the lives 
of all people living in the affected 
communities.
A reminder that the Seminar dates 
are 13th and 14th September 2021 
and the coupon is included in this 
issue.

Margaret Barrett, Agricultural 
& Environmental Officer

Hospital Support
A huge thank you to all members 
who visited our display and 
supported our fundraising stall 
at the State Conference at Bega. 
A total of $1,450.21 was raised 
from the sale of goods—amazing. 
These funds will not only assist 
the Committee to continue our 
sponsorship of our Family Room at 
the John Hunter Ronald McDonald 
House but will also assist with the 
extra mailing and delivery costs 
incurred as access to hospitals is 
still limited. We also received many 
donations of lovely knitted and 
crocheted items, books and toys. A 
large amount of the donated items 
have been taken back to Committee 
members local areas, including the 
Northern Tablelands and Hunter 
Region, for distribution and once 
again we thank the members for 

their generous support.
We now have a full complement of 
members on our Committee and we 
welcome Jennifer Blinkhorn from 
Wollondilly Group, and Susanne 
Shipton and Betty Cook from Phillip 
Group. Our AGM is to be held on 
19th May at State Office and our new 
Office Bearers will be announced in 
the next journal.
Unfortunately, Kerrie Tomlins is 
standing down from the Committee. 
Kerrie has been on this Committee 
for seven years and in that time has 
been a hardworking Chairperson 
and Treasurer, and a great support. 
We wish Kerrie all the best in her 
future endeavours.
Elisabeth Hodgson
Chairperson

Leeton seminar, 13th & 14th September, 2021
Join CWA members and friends for the Agricultural & Environmental 
Seminar in Leeton, NSW.

Registrations are to be posted to Joy Beames using the form on this page or 
can be emailed if preferred.

Cost $130 (includes morning and afternoon tea, and lunch on both days).

Visits include DPI Yanco, a malt house, wetlands and a cotton facility.

Contact Joy Beames to ensure there are places available before sending 
any money. Ph: 0428 751 173 Email: joybeames@gmail.com
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Show Catering Report
There was a huge buzz at the 2021 
Sydney Royal Easter Show. From the 
customers, to the volunteers, to the 
Committee, to the  Royal Agricultural 
Society (RAS) personnel—everyone 
was simply delighted to be back.
From initially planning to be a 
takeaway operation, three weeks out 
we were offered extra space which 
meant we could seat 118. It was a 
huge bonus with plenty of room for 
prams and wheelchairs, and extra 
space for the volunteers clearing 
the tables—keeping everyone and 
everything COVID Safe.
Whilst we didn’t break any records, 
we made close to 42,000 scones. We 
also made sandwiches, cooked fish 
and chips, sold pies and quiches, and 
homemade cakes, as well as a variety 
of drinks.
We are indebted to our sponsors.

 ▪ The Manildra Group who supplied 
over 2.5 tonnes of scone mix and 
hand sanitizer.

 ▪ The Little Big Dairy, a family 
run operation from Dubbo who 
donated most of the cream: 
delicious, pure, double cream.

 ▪ Pepe Saya’s Australian 
Cultured Butter—pure churned 
handcrafted butter.

 ▪ Sunshine Sugar for the sugar 
sticks, and

 ▪ Nestle for the hot chocolate and 
coffee.

We purchase the jam for the scones 
from Beerenberg and they kindly 
donate two very generous hampers 
for our raffle, the proceeds of which 
go to the CWA Disaster Relief Fund. 
This year that raffle raised $7,710—a 
record.
With the new layout of two areas 
for the CWA Tea Room, we reversed 
the entry and exit isles. The bonus 
was that the line slowly moved past 
the Promotions Table where raffle 
tickets were sold as well as jams 
relishes, fruit cakes, cookbooks, 
aprons, tea towels and coffee mugs. 
CWA was promoted and there was 
a Show special for membership. 
Thirty-five women joined and there 

were 22 expressions of interest. 
Please do ensure that your branch 
follows up the new members and 
expressions if you have any. Thank 
you to those all around the state who 
made jams, relishes and cakes; the 
public love to buy these homemade 
goodies.
We were grateful for the media 
appearances organised by our public 
relations company, Seftons and by 
the RAS Media Unit. A number of 
our girls became TV stars, including 
Jenny Le Gros and Jo Provins who 
appeared on Sunrise prior to the 
Show alongside Karl Stefanovic. The 
girls took the scones; however, Karl 
forgot to whip the cream so as he 
munched the scones he soon looked 
a bit like a Santa Claus with cream all 
over his face!
An initiative from Barwon Group and 
professionally executed by Denise 
O’Brien from Goodooga-Lightning 
Ridge Branch was the fabulous 
selection of photos from branches 
and groups around the state 
showing a myriad of CWA activities 
which was displayed on three large 
screens. Committee member, Tracey 
Bonfante, supplied some serious, 
and some not so serious, pictures for 
the CWA closed Facebook page.
Thank you also to the staff at State 
Office for their ever ready assistance 
at all times.
From the Sunrise segment, two ladies 
phoned State Office and volunteered 
to help at the Show. The volunteers 
are the back bone of our operation. 
This year we had 206, being 143 CWA 

members and the remainder friends, 
spouses, grandchildren, and kind 
members of the public, now CWA 
friends. Volunteers receive free 
entry to the Show and work shifts 
from 9.30 am to 1.30 pm or from 1.30 
pm to 5.30 pm. 
We are starting now to recruit 
volunteers for the next Show. In 
the past volunteers have received 
a ticket for each shift worked and 
gone into a draw for five hampers. 
Next year we have one grand prize. 
It is a day sailing on Sydney Harbour 
on a yacht for the winning volunteer 
with four friends, plus morning tea 
and a delicious lunch. Please sign up, 
we need you!
While the CWA Tea Room is a lot 
of work, it is very satisfying from 
many aspects. It is a chance to make 
new friends and catch up with old. 
It is a wonderful public relations 
exercise for CWA and it is our largest 
fundraising venture. 
In 2022, the RAS, will be celebrating 
its bicentenary—200 years. Our 
Association will be celebrating 100 
years. We are already thinking of a 
few extra things we may be able to 
do. One we are working on is to have 
a Show Bag and we are grateful for 
those members who have already 
made some mini CWA koalas to go 
into the bags. Thank you.
Dates for your 2022 diary: Friday 
8 April to Tuesday 19th April—the 
200th Royal Easter Show. 
Hope to see you there.
Rowena Casey, Chairperson
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Captured at the CWA Tea Rooms at the Sydney Royal Easter Show

Thanks to all the volunteers who help make the CWA Tea Rooms such a success!

1
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State Cultural
we know as “the arts” and every 
other form of human intellectual 
achievement. In the nation, our 
communities, institutions and social 
groups, culture arises through a 
vitally important dimension, from 
a sense of place, values, customs, 
even manners and identity. It also 
arises, more obviously, from the 
outcomes of all creative processes 
and the way individuals engage with 
and participate in these creative 
endeavours. At a simplistic level 
culture is a blend of the objects 
created in “the arts” and the 
more subtle, much less obvious 
thoughts and actions that make up 
people’s everyday lives. We need to 
appreciate the value of promoting 
cultural wellbeing, emphasise the 
benefits of being personally engaged 
in the creative expression of values 
and aspirations and realise, that for 
social growth to occur, culture must 
evolve over time.

Cultural traditions are a foundation 
of national identity and often the 
genesis for the creation of social 
groups; however, they are not 
sacrosanct and should be critically 
examined to test their relevance and 
appropriateness for contemporary 
society. For example, behaviour that 
was acceptable or tolerated in the 
past may well be unacceptable by 
today’s cultural standards. Ignoring 
the evolution of culture places 
institutions at risk of losing relevance 
and may condemn them to potential 
extinction, like the dodo!

The process of examining, 
discussing and weighing up 
contemporary issues is, in and of 
itself, part of culture and then, when 
a position is established collectively 
by society, this becomes enshrined 
as culture. Your branch may like to 
identify, then examine and discuss, 
the contemporary issues which 
are currently shaping our national 
culture.

Eva Campbell,
Chairperson

Committee members, unable to 
physically attend our meeting on 
23rd March, participated via Zoom 
and phone-link. This time, it was 
torrential rain and flooding that 
precluded attendance. For example, 
former Chairperson Lynne Dunn 
was forced into playing Robinson 
Crusoe when floodwater from the 
Hawkesbury-Nepean completely 
surrounded her home creating an 
island! It seems that if you don’t end 
up being isolated one way, you may 
be isolated in another.

We had an interesting time reviewing 
the judges’ comments and winning 
entries in the literary competitions. 
It was very pleasing to note the 
rising standard of entries; this was 
particularly noteworthy for the 
ballads where it appears entrants 
benefitted from the “How to Write 
a Bush Ballad Guide” previously 
published in The Country Woman. 

Ongoing debate surrounding what 
constitutes “culture” is progressing. 
The promised definition, sourced 
from Arts NSW, to further generate 
consideration of the meaning and 
importance of culture in our lives, is 
as follows:

“Culture in its widest sense is 
about what matters to people and 
communities. It is about relationships, 
shared memories and experiences. 
It is about identity, history and a 
sense of place. It is about the different 
cultural and religious backgrounds 
found in most communities. It is 
about the things we consider valuable 
for passing on to future generations. 
It is our way of connecting the present 
with the past and the future.”

What significance does this broad, 
all-encompassing definition of 
culture have for CWA?

Culture arises in a community, or 
in a group like our Association, 
even when individual members may 
not realise this is occurring. Every 
aspect of our way of life is part of our 
culture and we not only interpret 
society through this lens, we also 
shape our future through what 

Country of Study 

Malaysia 

Malaysia Seminar 
Registration

Saturday 7th August, 2021
Name  _________________________________
_________________________________________
Branch: _______________________________
Group: ________________________________
Email: _________________________________
_________________________________________
Phone: ________________________________
Day Seminar   $90.00   
Saturday Dinner:
No. of persons @$60.00  __________
Names:_________________________________
_________________________________________
Total (GST inclusive) $ ___________
State any dietary needs
_________________________________________
Pre-Order Seminar Booklets
No. of books @$20.00   ____________

Please post with cheque made 
payable to “CWA of NSW 
International Seminar” to
Sue Armstrong, PO Box 13, 
Tooraweenah  NSW 2817

or
Direct Debit and send as above
Account name: CWA of NSW 
International Seminar
BSB: 012-823  A/C No. 191599617
Please ensure your name is 
referenced on your deposit. 

1
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Thank you to everyone for your 
amazing entries in the 2021 
International Competitions for 
Ecuador. 

The International Display at Bega 
was simply beautiful and I thank 
all members for their entries in 
the Ecuador Competitions. The 
Senior Travel Journal was won by 
Belconnen Branch members, Nancy 
Mason and Maryanne and Margaret 
Ferguson—the entry was simply 
stunning! The Junior Travel Journal 
winner was Asia Cook from Penrith 
Branch. Congratulations to the 5/6 
Class Students Stuarts Point Primary 
School, Eungai/Stuarts Point 
for their wonderful PowerPoint 
entry and to Jaola Morgan from 
Millthorpe for their lovely Postcard. 
The Ambassador and his staff all 
really enjoyed judging these items 
and commented how our entries 
made them all very homesick for 
their beloved Ecuador. I will put the 
Ambassador’s comments up on the 
Facebook group for all to read.

The Winning Doll was made by 
Freda Cook from Oura Branch and 
the entry will be placed in the doll 
cabinet at State Office. Pam Wright 
from Kootingal won the Needlework 
entry and Barbara Gow placed 
first with the Handicraft item of 
the Shigra Bag. The high level of 
entries was wonderful and we thank 
everyone for their participation. Full 
list of winners this Journal. We thank 
His Excellency Mauricio Montevallo 
and his staff at the Ecuadorian 
Embassy and Mrs Ruth Shanks AM 
and her helpers for judging our 
state finalists this year.

Those of you at the Conference and 
streaming online will no doubt be 
excited to know that Malaysia is our 
new Country of Study for 2021/2022. 
What a wonderful and colourful 
year we have ahead of us! Sue 
accompanied me to the Malaysian 
Embassy prior to Conference 
and has already met up with the 
Ambassador and his staff. The 
level of passion from the Malaysian 
team to promote and support 

our Country of Study program 
is amazing and we already have 
two wonderful initiatives for CWA 
members. First there is a website 
from the Malaysian Tourism Board 
with a whole range of e-brochures 
for our members to download and 
enjoy: https://ebrochures.malaysia.
travel

Second, Jackie M—Malaysian born, 
Sydney-based hawker food expert—
will take Australian online viewers to 
the Street Food Journeys of Malaysia 
to showcase the ever-popular 
street food of Malaysia through 
a series of eight online cooking 
demonstrations. The series airs on 
the Masters of Malaysian Cuisine 
YouTube channel and Facebook 
starting from 2 May 2021, with a new 
episode to be released every Sunday 
at 9pm AEST for eight consecutive 
weeks. Masters of Malaysian Cuisine 
(MOMC) link where presenters 
demonstrate how to recreate these 
dishes at home using locally available 
ingredients. The eight episodes 
cover the states of Melaka, Johor, 
Pahang, Perak, Terengganu, Penang, 
Kedah and Sarawak. The Malaysian 
Queen, Queen Azizah, also features 
in some of the MOMC programs—no 
surprise as the Queen is a wonderful 
cook in her own right!

For viewing live episodes on Street 
Food Journeys visit: www.YouTube.
com/MastersOfMalaysianCuisine, 
www.youtube.com/jackiem and 
malaysianchefs.com

We also have our International 
Seminar planned at Dubbo RSL on 
Saturday, 7th August, 2021. We will 
run the registration process same 
as 2021 to ensure a fair and equal 
opportunity for as many member 
to attend what promises to be a 
colourful and exciting event.

All registrations will be logged in 
in order of coupon receipt and 
payment, and a waitlist will be 
created. Should anyone cancel, 
then the next on the waitlist will 
be registered for the Seminar. With 
restricted numbers in mind, we will 

International Report
have a process to ensure state-wide 
equity of attendees for all groups. 
i.e. one space will be reserved for 
each Group International Officer 
(or their representative, with 
confirmation of this appointment 
from their GIO) and one additional 
person per group, then in order of 
registration as received. I know this 
may disappoint some members but 
it is the only way to encourage all 
groups to attend. As some groups 
do not send members, and once the 
registrations close on 1st July 2021, 
we will open up the registrations to 
the waitlisted members. For those 
members who have registered, paid, 
been confirmed yet do not actually 
arrive to Seminar, sorry but there 
will be no refund this year. Please 
ensure you have email contact and 
phone number on your coupon so 
we can keep you up-to-date with all 
Seminar news. Note: one Seminar 
Book is included in your registration 
costs.

Those not wishing, or able, to attend 
Seminar can pre-order the Seminar 
Booklet/Pack and there is space 
on the coupon to order and pay for 
your order. We will post out all pre-
ordered books prior to the Seminar 
to avoid any confusion at the event. 

Thank you to everyone who has 
encouraged, supported, assisted and 
enjoyed our International Portfolio 
over the past three years; it has 
been my honour to have served you 
as your State International Officer. 
I am so excited to welcome Sue 
Armstrong as your incoming State 
International Officer and know that 
Sue will be wonderful in this role. 
Her enthusiasm and drive on the 
International Committee over the 
past three years ensures that Sue 
will be a great advocate for all things 
International and I look forward to 
passing the baton into such safe 
hands—Sue can be contacted on 
0427 359 926.

Hugs to all,

Lyn Braico
State International Officer

1
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Handicraft Report
Group tags before putting on 
the State tags.

2. One item cannot be entered in 
two sections.

3. Make sure that tags have all 
the required information on 
them. One tag had no name, no 
branch and no group.

4. Some groups need to think 
about getting new suitcases.  
The inside lining of some 
suitcases were breaking up 
leaving small pieces of the lining 
over the articles.

5. To assist the Committee, in 
Section 1 and The Land Section, 
please write the item number on 
the entry form and circle it on 
the front of the tag. This would 
make our job much easier when 
checking off the articles.

The Handicraft Committee will be 
running a Techniques and Judges 
Refresher day at Wagga Wagga on 
Wednesday, 18th August 2021 and 
two workshops, namely beading 
and embroidery on Thursday, 19th 
August 2021. The coupon for these 
workshops is in this month’s Journal. 
Anyone interested in attending, get 
your coupon in early as numbers 
are limited due to COVID-19 
restrictions.

Diana Frost, Chairperson

Firstly I want to thank and 
congratulate everyone who entered 
this year’s Handicraft Competition. 
The standard of work was excellent 
making it difficult for the judges to 
decide on who the winners would 
be.

For those of you who were not able 
to attend Conference this year you 
certainly missed a truly beautiful 
display. The Committee and three 
very helpful ladies from Far South 
Coast Group worked tirelessly on 
the judging and putting together 
the display which was well-received 
by everyone. So many members 
commented that they felt it was the 
best display ever. Any feedback is 
greatly appreciated. The venue was 
really great with plenty of space and 
lighting making it possible for all 
items to be easily viewed. My thanks 
to the Organising Committee for 
making us feel welcome, also to the 
three ladies from Far South Coast 
Group for all their help, to the four 
judges and to the nine other women 
on the Handicraft Committee. None 
of which would have been possible 
without the co-operation of 
everyone. It required a team effort 
for it to be such a success.

There are just a few things I would 
like to point out to the Group 
Handicraft Officers:

1. Make sure you remove the 

Handicraft Workshops 
16 & 17 August, Wagga Wagga

With COVID-19 protocols in place 
numbers are limited. Get in early 
to avoid disappointment.
 I wish to attend a Techniques 
and Judges Refresher day on 
18th August ($15.00 for morning/
afternoon tea/ lunch).
 I wish to attend Beading with 
Merle Barber on 19th August. 
($30.00 includes morning/
afternoon tea/lunch).
 I wish to attend Catherine De 
Medici Embroidery with Denise 
Turnbull on 19th August. ($30.00 
includes morning/afternoon 
tea/lunch).
Name ________________
____________________
Address:  ______________
____________________
_______ Post Code:  _____
Phone:  _______________
Email: ________________
____________________
I have enclosed a cheque or 
money order for:
 $15.00 for Techniques & 
Refresher Day
 $30.00 for beading or 
embroidery workshop
Please send this coupon, a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope 
and payment by 1st August to:
Trudi Tritschler, 8 Lake Rd. 
Bungendore, 2621.

OR
Direct deposit your payment and 
email Trudi by 1st August:
BSB 062-014, A/C: 00901511
Email: trudiat7@gmail.com
For more information contact 
Anne Williamson: sewansow@
bigpond.net.au

ONLY OFFICIAL entry forms must 
accompany the articles and are 
to be filled in clearly as articles 
are separated when judging takes 
place. It helps the Committee when 

writing out place cards. ALL articles 
being sent for State Judging must 
be labeled with a STATE LABEL 
and must only have the folded 
tag showing the person’s NAME, 

BRANCH and GROUP (in Black) 
on the INSIDE of the tag and the 
SECTION ENTERED (in BLACK) on 
the FRONT of the tag. All labels and 
strands MUST be attached to ALL 

State Handicraft Exhibition Schedule (corrected)—General Competition Rules 2021/22

Handicraft Schedule 
corrected
Due to some errors in “The 
Land” section of the Handicraft 
Schedule printed in the April 2021 
journal, the correct schedule has 
been printed in this edition.

1
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knitting and crochet.
Each finished article must have been 
completed within (2) TWO YEARS of 
the current State Exhibition. Soiled 
work WILL NOT be accepted. Finish 
is important.
Each exhibit must be the work 
of the Exhibitor. Work which has 
been exhibited in any Section at a 
previous State Exhibition is NOT 
eligible again.
MAXIMUM SIZE of any FRAMED 
WORK must not exceed 50 cm x 40 
cm including frame and must be in 
a PADDED FABRIC BAG with Name, 
Branch and Group attached.
MAXIMUM SIZE for QUILTS is 
220cm x 220cm.
MAXIMUM DIMENSION of Dolls, 
Toys and Bears must not exceed 51 
cm
Mosaics, maximum size 30cm x 
30cm
Handicraft Officers are advised 
that articles are insured from 
when selected at Group Judging 
until returned to their owner after 
Conference.

Group Competition
Each Group to enter eight different 
techniques (if possible) for Section 
1 which MUST include at least 1 
garment article of knitting/crochet 
in PURE WOOL but not more than 2.
Each exhibitor in the Group 
Competition must be a financial 
member of CWA.
Prizes are as follows:
1st—Highest Point Score—$100, 
2nd—Highest Point Score—$60, 
3rd—Highest Point Score—$40
Champion piece of work—$50
10 Special Prizes of $30 will be 
awarded to the 10 most outstanding 
different crafts from Section 1.
Section 1
Eight articles of any handicraft 
technique excluding painting (with 
brush), pottery and scrapbooking.
MUST be at least 1 garment/article 
of pure wool in knitting or crochet 
but not more than 2.
Bonus points will be given for 

Groups entering seven different 
techniques in this section.
Open Classes
All prizes in Classes A, B, C, D, E 
& F donated by the Handicraft 
Committee.
Class: B1, B2 and B3—these classes 
are open to all juniors, both male 
and female, residing in NSW.
Age must accompany the article. 
Age as at 1st May.
Class A: Garment or article of any 
craft made by a member 80 years 
of age or over. Prizes 1st—$30, 2nd 
—$20, 3rd—$10
Class B1: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 8 years and under. Prizes: 
1st—$20, 2nd —$10, 3rd—$5.
Class B2: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 9 to 12 years of age. Prizes 
1st—$20, 2nd —$10, 3rd—$5.
Class B3: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 13 to 18 years of age. 
Prizes 1st—$20, 2nd —$10, 3rd—$5.
Class C: Branch Challenge—four 
brooches, any medium. Attached 
to a piece of cardboard. To have 
the input of at least four members 
of the one branch. Prizes 1st—$30, 
2nd- $20, 3rd—$10
Class D: Quilt. please signify if all the 
work is done by maker (if not, state 
so). Maximum size 220 cm x 220 cm. 
Prizes 1st—$30, 2nd—$20, 3rd—$10.
Class E: Article of any craft made by 
a male relative of a CWA Member 
Max. size 30cm x 30cm. Prizes 1st—
$30, 2nd—20, 3rd—$10
Class F: 2022 Special Section. 
Centenary piece. Piece of 
embroidery depicting Australiana 
no larger than 25 x 25cm finished 
Prizes 1st—$30, 2nd—20, 3rd—$10
Prizes donated by Handicraft 
Committee.

The Land Section
First and Second prizes will be 
awarded in each section by The 
Land Newspaper.
Prizes 1st—$30, 2nd—$15. Champion 

piece of work $50.
The Competition is open to all 
residents of NSW.
All articles using Natural Fibres must 
have 70% Natural Fibre content 
unless otherwise stated. (Labels 
and/or strands MUST be attached)
1. Crochet Knee or Cot Rug using 
commercial Natural Fibres—max 150 
cm x 150 cm
2. Knitted Knee or Cot Rug using 
commercial natural fibres—
maximum size 150cm x 150cm.
3. Sewn Knee or Cot rug, using 
natural fibres—Maximum size 150cm 
x 150cm 
4. Hand knitted Socks from Natural 
Fibres
5. Hand knitted or Hand Crochet 
Childs Garment from Commercial 
Natural Fibres (NOT baby wear)
6. Hand knitted garment or article 
from Commercial Natural Fibres. 
5 ply or finer (not baby wear & not 
socks)
7. Hand Knitted garment or article 
from Commercial Natural Fibres 6 
ply or thicker (not baby wear & not 
socks)
8. Embroidered Knitted garment or 
article from Commercial Natural 
Fibres 
9. Hand Knitted garment or article 
from Hand Spun Natural Fibres
10. Hand Crochet garment or article 
from Commercial Natural Fibres 
(not baby wear)
11. Hand Crochet garment or article 
from Mercerized Cotton
12. Hand Tatting. Garment or article 
from Mercerized Cotton
13. Hand knitted Baby Outfit—2 
pieces— Pure Wool (one piece must 
be a garment)
14. Hand crochet Baby Outfit—2 
pieces—Pure Wool (one piece must 
be a garment)
15. Dressmaking—Garment made 
from Mixed Fibres
16. Dressmaking—Garment made 
from Natural Fibres
17. Felted Article or garment

1
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The Land Cookery Report
Congratulations to our exhibitors—
To be selected for State Competition 
is in itself an award and especially 
we congratulate all the winners. The 
cooking has been of an exceedingly 
high standard across all sections. 
Thank you to the Group Cookery 
Officers for all the work involved 
with the returns as without group 
days we wouldn’t have a State 
Competition. 

The Land Cookery Committee 
provided a banana bread bake off 
challenge in 2021 for the most 
entries baked per branch. This 
provided an enormous amount of 
fun for many members with 294 
entries altogether with Belmont 
Branch winning a $50 cash prize.

While the entries were of a very 
high standard, we encourage all 
exhibitors to check the schedule 

It was wonderful to see so many 
happy faces at the Conference, 
meeting up with new friends and 
old.

We had 28 from 30 groups 
represented at The Land Cookery 
Competition. Given such 
extenuating circumstances for so 
many members this is a remarkable 
achievement and testament to the 
untiring commitment of our CWA 
members. 

Thank you to the 2021 Organising 
Committee for our spacious rooms 
at State Conference which insured 
a wonderful display. 

The decorated cake section had a 
revamp and we are most appreciative 
of the generous support from our 
exhibitors. We especially thank our 
judge, Joy Eagles, for her time to 
judge for us.

for tin sizes and measurements 
for slices, etc. Particularly with an 
iced entry, attention to detail is 
very important and could be the 
difference between a placing or not. 
Know your oven like a best friend 
and hopefully you’ll have perfect 
results every time. 

Our AGM has been held and we look 
forward to helping and supporting 
you all with the CWA Land Cookery 
in 2022.

As the centenary year is cause 
for many celebrations including 
cooking, the 2021/ 2022 schedule 
reflects the history of CWA and is 
inspired by a vintage schedule from 
1969/70. Note: there are no recipes 
for this schedule. You may use your 
own favourite recipes.
Denise Hawdon
Chairperson

Social Issues Report
The Committee’s primary function 
is to respond on behalf of the 
Association to proposed legislation 
or changes in current legislation 
which is being considered by the 
federal and state governments, 
as well as various government 
committees and department 
investigations. 

We focused on inequality of services 
provided in rural, regional and 
remote NSW compared with that 
of metropolitan areas, particularly 
education and health. 

On behalf of the Association, we 
have presented submissions to:

 ▪ NSW School curriculum
 ▪ Registered Nurses in aged care 
facilities

 ▪ Coercive control in domestic 
relationships

 ▪ Regional Health Inquiry.

We have been invited to give 
evidence at the public hearing 
for coercive control with more 
“earmarked” to attend.

We represent the Association on the 
following

 ▪ KWOOP (Keep Women Out Of 
Prison)

 ▪ NSW Maternity Services Alliance, 
 ▪ St George’s Institute Dementia 
study.

We have represented the 
Association via phone hook-ups/
zoom or in person:

 ▪ Breakfast with Parliamentary 
friends of Rural and Remote 
Health and National Rural Health 
Alliance

 ▪ Regional and Rural Education
 ▪ Domestic Violence forum
 ▪ NSW Transport Safer Roads 
forum

 ▪ TGA Medicine shortage forum.

Members have raised many issues 
including:

 ▪ Patient transport
 ▪ Homelessness
 ▪ Domestic Family Violence
 ▪ Hospitals
 ▪ Ambulances

 ▪ Home care
 ▪ Sale of TAFEs.

We receive many responses for 
government departments regarding 
issues that members have raised. 

I would like to thank Stephanie, 
Danica, Jackie, Adair and all the staff 
at State office, for all their assistance. 
To the outgoing Committee, my 
many thanks. To the incoming 
Committee member, welcome. 
2021/22 will be an interesting, 
thought provoking year, delving into 
the policies and advocacy work of 
our Association.

The Social Issues Committee for 
2021/22 is Tina Billing, Hume Group; 
Leonie Fish, North Coast Group; 
Donna Kemp, Mid North Coast 
Group; Annie Kiefer, Phillip Group; 
Maggie Kyle, Blue Mountains Group; 
Elizabeth O’Dwyer, Phillip Group; 
Karen Pavey, Southern Tablelands 
Group.
Bronwyn Dunston
State Social Issue Officer1
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Rules
Please read carefully

1. This Contest is conducted by the 
Country Women’s Association of 
New South Wales.
2. The Contest is not restricted to 
members of the CWA; it is open to 
any person residing in NSW and 
ACT.
3. Entries at branch level to be 
accompanied by 10 cents entry 
fee. Entries at state level must 
be accompanied by the official 
printed current 2021/2022 coupon 
which will appear in “The Land” 
newspaper, otherwise they will be 
disqualified. Each entry requires a 
separate coupon. Entries must be 
lodged with the Cookery Officer of 
a CWA branch and contestants may 
enter in one branch and one group 
only. Entries in state finals must be 
accompanied by an original coupon.
4. Each branch conducts its 
separate contest at any time that 
is considered suitable. First and 
second prize winners must be two 
different competitors who will then 
be eligible to enter group semi-
finals. This is a competition that is 
conducted from branch to group 
and then to state level.
5. First prize winners only of group 

semi-finals are eligible for the 
state final conducted concurrently 
with the CWA Annual General 
Conference. (This does not apply in 
section 6).
6. Additional classes, other than 
those on the schedule, may be 
included in branch contests, and 
additional prizes awarded locally, 
but prize winners in such classes 
will not compete in the semi-finals 
or state finals of the contest.
7. Branches and groups will appoint 
their own judges, BUT judges and 
stewards for the state finals will be 
appointed by the CWA State Land 
Cookery Committee Chairperson.
8. All exhibits entered in this contest 
(except in Section One, Classes A 
and B, and Section Seven) may be 
sold at branch and group level. All 
exhibits (except Section Six, Classes 
6A & 6B) become the property of 
CWA at state level.
9. The judges’ decisions are 
absolutely final and not to be 
questioned or discussed with the 
judges.
10. The 10 cents entry fee with each 
entry, plus proceeds of the sales 
of entries, and any other monies 
raised at the same function, shall 
be sent through group treasurer to 
CWA State Office.

11. All entries in the state finals 
will be displayed and then sold 
except Section Six, Classes 6A & 6B. 
Proceeds of the sale to be added to 
the Cookery Committee funds.
12. No ring tin to be used throughout 
the contest. NO RACK MARKS ON 
ENTRIES.
13. NO PACKAGE MIXTURES ARE 
TO BE USED IN ANY CLASS OF THE 
CONTEST.
14. Owners may purchase their 
exhibit, if they inform the steward 
when entering their exhibit at state 
level.
15. All entries must be accompanied 
by a filled in CWA approved label.
16. IMPORTANT All fruit cakes and 
sultana cakes must be entered 
uniced. ALL FRUIT CAKES MUST 
OBSERVE THE ½lb. BUTTER BASIS 
as standard mixture for size and 
weight. Tins may be square or 
round. The method of cutting right 
through the centre of the cake must 
be observed. NO CUT CAKE WILL 
BE ACCEPTED AT STATE FINALS 
but fruit cake, sultana cake and 
fruit pudding CAN be entered cut at 
group semi-finals.

Section One—Fruit Cakes
Prizes in Class (a)—First $30; Second 
$10; Third $6.

CONDUCTED FOR THE COUNTRY WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF NSW
REPRODUCTION OF A VINTAGE LAND COOKERY SCHEDULE IN CELEBRATION OF CWA OF NSW 100 YEARS

1
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Prizes in Class (b)—First $20; Second 
$10; Third $6.
Class (a) Rich Fruit Cake (Dark)
Hints to the Competitor: In Rich 
Fruit Cake, nuts, if used, should be 
cut to a size that will not interfere 
with the cutting of the cake. Slow 
baking is necessary to bring out 
the colour and texture. A suggested 
guide for ½lb. butter basis is: ½lb. 
butter, ½lb. sugar, 2½lb. fruit.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Smooth, even top, well risen and 
slightly rounded towards the 
centre, but not peaked. Smooth, 
even sides with no white patches or 
blotches on the surface. Browned 
evenly on sides, top and bottom. 
Texture should be fine and even, 
with no holes or tunnels; moist 
but not heavy or doughy. Fruit 
should be evenly distributed, and 
a good balance of fruit and mixture 
apparent. Should not be over-
flavoured with spices and essences 
so that the natural flavour of the 
fruits is lost.
Class (b) Sultana Cake
Hints to the Competitor: The 
competitor must observe the ½lb. 
butter basis as standard mixture for 
size and weight. A suggested guide 
for proportion of fruit and mixture 
is ½lb. butter, ½lb. to 1lb. sultanas, 
½lb. sugar.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Evenly cooked on top, sides and 
bottom, and light in colour. Texture 
fine and even with no holes or 
tunnels; moist, but not heavy or 
doughy. Fruit should be evenly 
distributed and a good balance of 
fruit and mixture apparent. Peel 
optional. Almonds on top only will 
not disqualify entry. Cherries are 
not acceptable.

Section Two—Butter Cakes
Prizes in each Class—First $20; 
Second $10. Total $90.
Important: In judging, the method 
of cutting right through the centre 
of the cake must be observed. 
CAKE SHOULD BE PRESENTED AS 
BAKED, NOT TRIMMED.
Class (a) Orange Cake—Must be 
iced or frosted on top and may be 

decorated with grated rind, or rind 
cut in fancy shapes ONLY. It must 
be baked in a loaf, deep square or 
round tin.
Hints to the Competitor: In Orange 
Cake, grated rind adds a more 
definite flavour than juice alone.
Class (b) Chocolate Cake—To be 
iced on top only. May be simply 
decorated with nuts, dried or 
preserved fruits, nonpariels, 
coconut or chocolate, or a simply 
piped design. May be baked in any 
shaped deep tin excepting a ring 
tin. Approximately 2½” minimum 
depth of cake is desirable.
Hints to the Competitor: In 
Chocolate Cake, if cocoa is used for 
flavour and colour it should not be 
sifted and added to the flour but 
blended with the liquid. Chocolate 
(block) if used should be melted.
Class (c) Plain Butter Cake—There 
must be no fruit, nuts, cherries or 
peel in or on cake. Must be simply 
iced on top only, but NOT decorated. 
Essences may be used if desired. 
Approximately 2½” minimum depth 
of cake if desirable.
In Plain Butter Cake essences may 
be used is desired.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
ALL butter cakes: There should 
not be any large holes or tunnels. 
Cakes should not have hard crusts, 
be sugary or sticky. Cooking should 
be even right throughout, and the 
cake should not be crumbly or 
soggy. Each variety should have 
a definite flavour. Chocolate and 
Orange Cakes may be slightly raised 
towards the centre but not peaked.

Section Three—Scones
Prizes—First $40; Second $16; Third 
$8. Total $64.
The best twelve (12) scones from a 
one pound white flour mixture to 
be entered using a plain basic scone 
recipe, without eggs. A round cutter 
of two inch (2”) diameter should be 
used.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Fine texture, even rising, golden 
brown on top and bottom. Scones 
should be placed on a baking tray, 
close but not touching. No marks or 

flour should appear on the surfaces.
All these points, together with 
palatability, will be looked for in 
judging.

Section Four—Biscuits and 
Shortbread
Prizes in each Class—First $20; 
Second $10. Total $60.
Important: Biscuits must be 
displayed in boxes no larger than 
14” x 8” and containers will be sold 
with biscuits. Contestants using 
larger boxes will be disqualified. 
Contestants are advised that the 
ordinary shirt box, suitably covered, 
is recommended. A minimum of 6 
different mixtures must be entered 
in class (a). There must be a minimum 
of 6 samples of each type of biscuit. 
The biscuits must be protected by a 
transparent, removable cover.
Class (a) Assorted Plain Biscuits—
There must be six distinct different 
types of mixtures, NOT one basic 
recipe with six different varieties of 
flavouring. They may be any fancy 
shape but not joined together with 
icing in a sandwich style. Biscuits 
containing crystallised fruits, nuts, 
etc., baked in with the mixture may 
be included in this class.
Hints to the Competitor: Examples 
of Assorted Plain Biscuits are as 
follows: plain shortbread, plain 
forcer, Anzac, rolled, sliced-
refrigerator and drop biscuits.
Class (b) Plain Shortbread—One 
round or square of shortbread. 
Approximately 7” minimum across.
Hints to the Competitor: Shortbread 
should be pale straw colour, crisp in 
texture and should be un-iced. For 
judging, shortbread is to be broken, 
not cut.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Shape, daintiness and delicacy of 
colour to be considered. Eating 
quality is most important.

Section Five—Lamingtons 
(Chocolate Coating Only, 
tossed in fine white coconut)
Prizes—First $20; Second $10. Total 
$30.
Eight (8) cakes must be presented. 
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The basis must be a plain butter 
cake with no jam filling.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Daintiness of size (approximately 
1½” square), texture of cake, quality 
of finish and general presentation.

Section Six—Iced and 
Decorated Cakes
Prizes in class (a)—First $35; Second 
$25; Third $15.
Prizes in class (b)—First $30; Second 
$20; Third $15; Fourth $5.
Important: Entries must be clearly 
identified in their right class. Entries 
in this section may be retained by 
the competitor or donated to the 
CWA for sale but must be clearly 
marked accordingly. Exhibits in this 
section may be entered directly 
into the Finals and need not pass 
preliminary judging in branch or 
group contests but entries must be 
made through a branch or group 
Secretary.
Class (a) One-Tier Special 
Occasion Cake—A Special Occasion 
Cake may be made for a 21st 
birthday, a wedding anniversary, a 
christening—any special occasion, 
and decorated to suit that occasion. 
The basis must be a fruit cake. This 
is a championship class.
Class (b) Decorated Iced Cake—This 
class is for competitors who have 
never won a first prize in Section 6 
at State level. The basis must be a 
fruit cake.

Section Seven—Steamed 
Plum Pudding
Prizes—First $20; Second $10. Total 
$30.
Important: In judging, the method 
of cutting right through the centre 
of the pudding must be observed. 
Competitors must observe the 
½lb. shortening basis as standard 
mixture for size and weight.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
The pudding should have a rich 
dark colour, and colour should be 
even throughout. There should 
be no holes in the mixture and no 

soggy, wet or mouldy patches. It 
should have a good well-balanced 
fruity flavour.

Section Eight—Jam and 
Sweet Mustard Pickles
Prizes in each class—First $10; 
Second $6. Total $32.
Important: Jam and pickles should 
be presented in approximately 
250ml size glass containers with 
screw-on non-commercial tops. 
They must be securely sealed and 
labelled. If contestants cannot 
obtain the usual 250ml screw-
top jars, commercial tops must be 
attractively covered.
Class (a) Dried Apricot Jam
Hints to the Competitor: It is 
advisable to retain some unopened 
jars of the same batch, as jars 
opened at branch or group contests 
are not eligible for the finals. Fruit 
should be thoroughly washed and 
drained.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Flavour is the deciding factor but 
general appearance is important 
and consistency should be neither 
sticky or syrupy.
Class (b) Sweet Mustard Pickles
Hints to the Competitor: Vegetables 
should be cut into “bite” sized 
pieces. They should be firm but 
well cooked. Over sharpness and 
sweetness of flavour should be 
avoided.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Sauce should be smooth and of 
medium thickness. Colour should 
be attractive with an appeal to 
the palate. Flavour and general 
appearance are all-important.

Section Nine—Date and 
Walnut Roll
Prizes—First $20; Second $10. Total 
$30.
Hints to the Competitor: To be made 
in roll tin only.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Roll should not have any large holes 
or tunnels and should not have hard 
crusts. Texture should be even and 

reasonably fine with fruit and nuts 
evenly distributed. Colour should 
be even and not blotchy.

Section Ten—Special Section 
for Young Competitors
Prizes in class (a)—First $20; Second 
$10.
Prizes in class (b)—First $10; Second 
$5.
Total $45.
Class (a) A Simply Iced Orange 
Butter Cake
Hints to the Competitor: See 
Section 2, Class (a).
Class (b) Cooked Coconut Ice
To be presented in an attractive 
box with transparent lid. Box 
approximately 8” by 5” and 1” deep.
Hints to the Competitor: Only fresh 
desiccated coconut should be 
used. To preserve whiteness it is 
advisable not to use an aluminium 
saucepan as it may cause slight 
discolouration.
Points to be looked for in judging: 
Texture—the sweet should not be 
hard, sticky or candied (showing 
sugar crystals). The white layer 
should be really white, not faintly 
grey. The pink layer should be only 
delicately coloured. Pieces should 
be of neat size and cleanly cut.

Special “The Land” Awards 
for Branches Judged on 
Ration of Members Entries
Branches with 15 members and 
under with most entries in Cookery 
Competition: First $150; Second 
$75; Third $25. Total $250.
Branches with 16 to 25 members 
with most entries in Cookery 
Competition: First $150; Second 
$75; Third $25. Total $250.
Branches with 26 to 50 members 
with most entries in Cookery 
Competition: First $150; Second 
$75; Third $25. Total $250.
Branches with over 51 members 
with most entries in Cookery 
Competition: First $150; Second 
$75; Third $25. Total $250.
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Retirement is a time of great change, and while 
most people look forward to these years as a time 
to start living life to the full, many seniors find it 
can be increasingly isolating.
Family members are busy with their own lives, we 
lose the daily interaction with work colleagues, 
social engagement opportunities diminish, and we 
can start losing our loved ones. But at Oak Tree, the 
community nature of our retirement villages can 
help you foster that crucial connection and greatly 
enhance your quality of life, whether you’re single or 
partnered into your later years. 
The importance of companionship
Social connection is known to have a wide variety 
of physical and mental benefits. While interactions 
help keep our bodies active, equally important is the 
role it plays in keeping our brains active. Engaging 
with our peers can help reduce the risk of heart 
disease, dementia and Alzheimer’s to name a few. 
At a time in your life where there are fewer things 
you have to do, social engagements provide a 
sense of purpose, and help stave off feelings of 
isolation, emptiness and depression. 
Another benefit of social connection is the sense 
of security it provides, particularly in your senior 
years, knowing that help is at hand should anything 
happen to you.

Oak Tree keeps you connected
At Oak Tree, we don’t just build villages, we build 
communities. You’ll have facilities and activities 
that make the process of creating a new social 
circle easier. Be as social as you like and enrich 
your retirement doing more of the things you love. 
Another benefit of social connection is the sense of 
security it provides, particularly in your senior years, 
knowing you have a close-knit community around 
you provides a comforting feeling of support. 
We also know that being close to your external 
support networks is vital. That’s why we build our 
villages in the areas you want to live and where 
you’ve put down roots. We encourage you to 
welcome friends and family to your villa, or make 
use of the purpose-built village facilities. We also 
understand that the loyal companionship of pets 
can contribute to good health, and so we actively 
support friends of the furry variety in our villages.
With a network of new and old friends, Oak Tree will 
help you stay active and connected in your senior 
years, and give you peace of mind knowing that a 
caring neighbour or helping hand is never far away.

For more information about Oak Tree 
Retirement Villages phone 1300 367 155 
or visit www.oaktreegroup.com.au

Staying Connected  
IN YOUR SENIOR YEARS

Call 1300 367 155 
oaktreegroup.com.au
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Managing your weight, falling in 
love with an active lifestyle and 
eating and drinking better are all 
long-term processes.

There will be ups and downs.

For many of us, when we have a 
blow out, we beat ourselves up, feel 
like we’re out of control and fall back 
into our unhealthy behaviours (what 
psychologists call the abstinence-
violation effect).

Instead, if you’re trying to be healthy 
but you’ve given in to temptation, 
think of it as a well-earned treat, 
forgive yourself and get back to 
being healthy. When we’re making 
a long-term change to adopt a 
healthy lifestyle, we need to accept 
that some unhealthy behaviours are 
actually part of a balanced life, as 
long as they’re a small part.

If you’re struggling with motivation, 
try these tips.

Set goals
Rome wasn’t built in a day, neither 
is your healthier body Getting fitter 
takes a decent investment of time 
and effort, so it’s natural you want 
to see results ASAP. Setting targets 
along the way is a great way to keep 
your spirits up.

Chart your progress
Tracking your distance, weight, 
intensity, effort, the shade of red 
your face goes—you can track 

whatever you want to see how 
much healthier you are getting.

Phone a friend
Studies have shown that being 
active with a friend or in a group 
significantly helps with motivation, 
both during a workout session and 
over time.

Music
Being active and music; they’ve 
gone together even longer than 
exercise and Lycra, and with good 
reason. Numerous studies have 
found that listening to music while 
doing physical activity helps with 
motivation, distraction and sticking 
with a program.

Sticking to a healthy routine
Mix it up
“Cross training” has been around 
since the 80’s, but even before it 
was a term, it was a thing. If you’re 
facing a motivational slump, try 
something new.

These are just a few things to help 
you keep motivated. The key is to 
try different strategies and find 
what works for you. Just remember, 
slip ups do happen, it’s how you 
deal with them that matters. Don’t 
worry, just because you miss a day 
or two or eat something unhealthy, 
it doesn’t mean you can’t get back 
on track to achieving your goals.

Printed with permission. © State of 
Queensland (Queensland Health).

Incorporate walking into your day
Walking for at least 30 minutes a 
day, on most days of the week is 
great for your overall health; it’s 
good for heart and lung health, 
reduces the risk of heart disease 
and stroke, improves management 
of conditions like high blood 
pressure and cholesterol, makes 
you and your bones stronger 
and helps you manage weight. 
While getting 30 minutes a day is 
important, it also helps if you incorporate small bursts of activity across 
your day, to combat being sedentary for too long.

So here are some tips to incorporate more walking into your lifestyle:
 ▪ Go for a walk with friends rather than a coffee or a drink
 ▪ Keep sneakers at work or in the car so you can make the most of any 
spare time

 ▪ Get off the bus or train a stop or two early and walk to work or home
 ▪ Walk to your colleague’s desk rather than emailing them
 ▪ Take your meetings outside for a walking meeting
 ▪ Leave the car at home and walk to the park, shops or café instead
 ▪ Take the dog for a walk, or offer to walk a friend or neighbour’s dog
 ▪ Use ad breaks on TV to move more
 ▪ Choose the stairs and avoid elevators, escalators and travelators 
whenever possible

 ▪ Walk to a healthy restaurant instead of using the drive-thru or using 
home delivery services

 ▪ Take your work lunches outside for weekday picnics.

Printed with permission. © State of Queensland (Queensland Health).
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A scene of green rolling paddocks, 
and black and white dairy cows 
greeted over 400 members to the 
Bega Valley in May for our 99th 
Annual State Conference. 

As the Conference Organising 
Committee and display committee 
members finalised their set-ups 
and prepared for judging; delegates 
and observers alike began to arrive 
the town, explore the markets and 
connect with friends from around 
the state. 

Delegates at the Showground 
and observers at the Civic Centre 
came together for the first time 
for the Sunday evening Ecumenical 
Service, lead by the Salvation Army. 
The service gave all attendees 
the opportunity to reflect on the 
week ahead, remember a year like 
no other and acknowledge the 
amazing outcomes our organisation 
has continued to achieved. With 
our generosity showing from 
the very start of the Conference, 
the collection at the Ecumenical 
Service raised over $940 for the 
Bega Women’s Resource Centre, 
a community service focused 
on supporting and empowering 
women through social, educational, 
personal and self-help programs. 

Monday, our first business day 
began in the usual traditional of 
the official opening but this year 
with a technology twist. Not only 
were all members able to have the 
best seat in the house, no matter 
where they were watching from 
thanks to live streaming, but we 
were also welcomed by our Patron, 
the Honourable Margaret Beazley 
AO QC, Governor of NSW, via 

video conference, 
sharing her own 
reflections on 
the history of our 
Association. 

After a warm 
welcome to the 
region from 
Bega Valley 
Mayor, Russell 
F i t z p a t r i c k , 
Member for 
Eden-Monaro, Kristy McBain and a 
welcome to members from Minister 
for Mental Health, Regional Youth 
and Women, The Hon. Bronnie 
Taylor; our keynote speaker author, 
entrepreneur and non-for-profit 
leader Lucy Bloom entertained and 
inspired us. 

Telling the story of her own life of 
taking the road less travelled and 
using drive, ambition and passion 
to achieve so much for herself and 
for the charities she built up. Lucy’s 
talk had us rolling in aisle with 
laughter as well as inspiring us and 
encouraging us to use our power 
and voice to ignite change. Lucy 
challenged us to build up women 
and to “just show up”, encouraging 
us to enforce and normalise female 
leadership in our communities and 
in our personal and professional 
lives. 

State President, Stephanie 
Stanhope, took to the microphone 
next, outlining the important 
position the CWA holds in 
advocating for the needs, rights and 
quality of life for regional and rural 
women, children and communities. 
Quoting H.E Luccock “No-one can 
whistle a symphony; it takes a whole 
orchestra to play it”, Stephanie 
outlined the challenge of the CWA 
to keep all members engaged and 
working towards the Association’s 
goals in enhancing regional and 
rural Australia. Stephanie spoke 
of the importance of mentoring 
future leaders at all levels of 
the organisation and fostering 
the growth and development of 
membership through actively 

embracing new and diverse 
members. 

A sponsorship address from Telstra 
updated us on services in regional 
NSW, including the announcement 
that 100% of the company’s call 
centres would be based in Australia 
by 2022. 

A second sponsor address from 
nbn introduced the nbn Local team 
which includes teams working 
regionally across NSW to engage 
and work within local communities. 

Prior to presentations on new 
Medical Research topics, Professor 
Jason Abbott from UNSW Medicine 
presented on the research finding 
and outcome his team has been 
working on for Endometriosis, 
strongly supported by the CWA. The 
Association presented Professor 
Abbott with a cheque for $25,900 
for continued research into the 
condition which effects one in nine 
Australian women. 

As the first business session of 
the Conference began, the skies 
darkened and light taps on the 
corrugated roof began beating 
heavier and heavier, rudely 
interrupting the masked speakers 
at the microphones and ending the 
day one a little earlier than planned. 

Day two began with a presentation 
from CWA partner Can Assist, 
discussing the importance of 
bowel cancer screening. One in 
14 Australians are diagnosed with 
Bowel Cancer but 90 percent 
of diagnoses can be treated 
successfully if detected early. 

State Honorary Secretary, Margaret 

Conference Overview

Keynote speaker, Lucy Bloom
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Breust’s report provided an update 
on membership for the Association. 
CWA of NSW is over 8,000 members 
strong with over 900 new members 
joining during 2020; impressive 
numbers given so many community 
and member activities were 
cancelled, postponed or moved 
online. 

The Association also welcomed one 
new branch, Casino Evening, during 
2020. 

State Honorary Treasurer, Anne 
Kotz; the Association’s Auditor, 
David Macdonald from McIntosh 
Bishop & Associates; and investment 
advisor, Brendan Ryan from Advise 
& Assist shared an updated on the 
Associations financial activities 
and investments for the past year, 
outlining variances from previous 
years due to changes to the way 
the Association’s activities have 
taken place due to restrictions and 
lockdowns. Brendan advised that, 
in line with the Associations values, 
Vanguard Ethical Funds would be 
used for all new investments. 

After sponsor presentations from 
SafeWork NSW and Lanolin Beauty, 
Neil Bull from the Australian Rice 
Growers Association presented 
on the CWA new Primary Product, 
rice. Neil shared the history of rice 
production in Australia. Members 
took particular interest the Bitterns 
in Rice project that the Rice Growers 
Association is currently involved 
in. The project aims to show how 
agriculture and conservation can 
successfully cohabitate to ensure 
the protection of threaten species 
while continuing agricultural 
production at a high level. 

Members were delighted to hear 
from author, Liz Harfull, who has 

been engaged to write the history 
of the CWA in the lead up to our 
centenary year. Liz told tales of the 
founding of the organisation and 
some of the amazing women who 
fought for the plight of rural and 
region women.

Day two wrapped with the yearly 
State International Meeting, with 
delegates staying on and observers 
staying online to hear the update 
from the Committee. State 
International Officer, Lyn Braico 
updated members on the successful 
outcomes of the webinar series, 
hosted with the Ecuadorian Embassy 
during 2020. The innovative series 
allowed members to continue to be 
engaged, connected and educated 
with our Country of Study while 
in-person seminars could not be 
held. Malaysia was announced as 
our 2022 Country of Study and 
we received a warm welcome 
from Queen Azizah of Malaysia via 
recorded video message.

Wednesday, day three started with 
the announcement of our ballots. 
Ovarian Cancer was announced 
as our Medical Research Project 
and delegates congratulated Anne 
Adams and Judy Houghton as State 
Vice-Presidents for 2021/2022.

During a huge day of business 
sessions, speakers spoke 
passionately for motions that 
were important to them and their 
community, sharing personal 
experience and strong knowledge. 
Other speakers provided well-
researched arguments and examples 
to counter proposed motions. 
Ideas and suggestions were put 
forward to amend motions to allow 
members to better understand 
them or to better support the aim 

of a motion. The rain continued 
falling on and off throughout the 
day and delegates and observers 
took the opportunity during breaks 
to visit the competition exhibits 
and other displays. After the 
needed cancellation of last year’s 
State Competitions, the quality 
and quantity of entries this year 
were stunning and the committees 
worked hard to design displays and 
coordinate judging. 

With an apology from State 
Agricultural & Environmental 
Officer, Tanya Jolly, the Committee 
Secretary, Robin Goodwin, 
presented the report. The 
Committee strongly encourages 
branches to engage with local 
primary schools to participate in 
the Primary School Primary Product 
Competition. 

After updating delegates of 
the difficult times the ACWW 
experienced in 2020 in supporting 
programs in our neighbouring 
countries, State International 
Officer, Lyn Braico moved a 
motion during the International 
Committee Report, for the CWA of 
NSW to provide financial support. 
Delegates enthusiastically voted 
to provide $20,000 to the ACWW 
Pennies for Friendship and $10,000 
to the ACWW Scholarship Fund to 
support activities over the next 12 
months. 

After State Social Issues Officer, 

Cultural Display

Handicraft Display
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Bronwyn Duston updated on the 
issues they had been advocating for 
on our behalf; delegates, observers 
and livestream viewers watched 
the preview of the documentary 
of Rosemary’s Way. Branches and 
groups look forward to receiving 
a Community Activation Kit over 
the next few months to help them 
organise screenings and promote 
this inspirational film in their 
communities.

Before wrapping up for the day and 
recognising the hard work of our 
amazing team at State Office, the 
Centenary Conference Committee 
share details and plans for our 100th 
Conference to be held in Sydney 
in 2022. Delegates expressed 
excitement for the planning of our 
biggest Conference ever. 

After many members from different 
groups and branches had not seen 

each other for over 12 months, the 
Gala Dinner was highly anticipated 
as an opportunity for old friends 
and new to come together, relax, 
talk, laugh and of course—dance! 
The bush dance theme was a 
perfect opportunity to let our hair 
down and have fun while enjoying 
local live music, treats and prizes 
from the Bega Valley.

The stormy weather set in for our 
fourth and final Conference day, 
with heavy rain competing with 
speakers and presenters as we 
finalised State activities. Raffles 
and Awards were announced and 
we heard of the great work of 
the Hospital Support Committee 
through support and donations. 
The Show Catering Committee 
outlined the busy activity and 
great outcomes of the CWA Tea 
Rooms this year, including offering 
a membership special if they sign 
up at the Show. Thirty-nine new 
members joined branches across 
the state through this initiative.

The Past State President’s 
Award was announced and we 
congratulated Batlow Branch from 
Hume Group for winning this 
Award through their tremendous 
community support. Well-deserved 
High Commended Awards also went 
to Picton & District and Eugowra 
Branches. 

Delegates and observers were 
updated on the Centenary 
Committee activities and resources, 
all Groups are encouraged to host 
local Centenary activities in their 
community during 2022. 

As the Conference drew to a close, 
delegates welcomed the 2021/2022 
Executive, thanking outgoing 
officers and welcoming officers 
commencing their term. 

With official proceedings finalised, 
some delegates farewelled friends 
to start the journey back to all 
corners of the state, while others 
explored the rainy region through 
the numerous tours available 
visiting the villages and coast 
surrounding Bega.

A huge congratulations and 
thank you must go to all involved 
in planning and designing this 
wonderful event. Thanks to the 
Conference Organising Committee, 
State Officers and State Office 
team and the State Committees for 
putting together all the important 
details that made this Conference 
the great success it was. 

See you all at our Centenary 
Conference in Randwick in 2022!
Sue-Ellen Hogan,
Hon Editor

Association Activities
1a) Barwon Group:

“That the specific Health Research 
Fund Annual Project for 2021-2022 
be Ovarian Cancer”.

Agricultural & 
Environmental
4. Wagga Wagga Evening Branch, 
Riverina Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
should be to advocate for the use of 
Australian wool insulation products 
to be used in development and 
refurbishment of NSW and ACT 

Public Building and Housing”.

5. Picton District Branch, Illawarra 
Group

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
shall be to support and advocate for 
the establishment of the proposed 
Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy 
Rewilding of Sydney’s Koalas”.

6. Walgett Branch, Barwon Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to lobby Local Land Services 
of NSW to make available shire 
stock numbers collected from stock 
returns to assist all agricultural 
businesses with their forward 
planning”.

7. Tambar Springs Branch, Namoi 
Group

“That the policy of the CWA of 
NSW shall be to advocate for a just 
transition from coal and gas, which 
are in terminal decline, to low 
carbon-intensive industries”.

Health & Social Security
8. Cobargo Branch, Far South Coast 
Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to advocate for the 
placement of prescribed cannabis 
medication on the Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme”.

Annual Conference Resolutions Carried

The Land Cookery Display
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9. Pambula-Merimbula Branch, Far 
South Coast Group 

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to advocate for a review of the 
organ and tissue donation policies 
in Australia, with consideration of 
a soft opt-out policy in preference 
to an opt-in policy, to assist in 
increasing the rate of organ and 
tissue donations for all Australians”.

10. Coolamon Branch, Riverina 
Group 

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to advocate to include 
Mucopolysaccharidosis in all 
newborn screen tests”.

11. Wagga Wagga Evening Branch, 
Riverina Group

“That the policy of the CWA of 
NSW shall be to lobby the NSW 
Government to make additional 
funding available for rural and 
remote Local Health Districts”.

12. Jerilderie Branch, Sturt Group

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to lobby for immediate action 
with regard to the failure of age 
care service delivery in NSW”.

13. Kiama Branch, Wollondilly 
Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to advocate for a single 
co-ordinated mental health service 
information and referral resource in 
towns to provide immediate clarity, 
connection and assistance as part 
of the overall measures for suicide 
prevention in communities”. 

14. Hillston Branch, Murrumbidgee-
Lachlan Group

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to lobby the NSW Government 
to provide sufficient face to face 
acute psychiatric services to all 
local health areas, especially those 
in rural and remote locations”.

Transport & 
Telecommunications
15. Oura Branch, Riverina Group 

“That the policy of CWA of 
NSW shall be to advocate for an 
advertising campaign on the merits 

of wearing reflective clothing when 
walking, jogging or riding bicycles 
and motorbikes on public roads”.

Miscellaneous
16. Kiama Branch, Wollondilly 
Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to monitor for, and advocate 
in the instance of, threatened or 
sudden closure of banking services 
in rural, regional and remote 
communities”.

17. Keiraville Branch, Illawarra 
Group

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to take active steps to increase 
the information available to all 
members, branches and groups to 
enable them to actively seek and 
promote opportunities for increased 
and meaningful understanding of, 
and engagement with, First Nations 
peoples across the state. In doing 
so, the Association will be guided 
by the feedback of its Indigenous 
members, and members of the 
wider First Nations community.”

Motions of Urgency
1. State Executive 

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to:

a) Request the NSW Government act 
urgently and commit immediately 
to increasing the safety measures 
in place across all level crossings in 
NSW, so that wherever possible and 
practicable, all public level crossings 
are equipped with warning lights as 
a minimum safety feature;

b) Advocate for increased safety 
measures being implemented 
across the private crossing network 
in NSW”.

2. State Conference

“That the policy of the CWA of 
NSW shall be to lobby the state 
and federal government to provide 
additional funding, opportunities 
and worthwhile incentives to enable 
more training of psychiatrists to 
provide acute face-to-face services 
in all local health areas, especially in 
rural and remote locations”.

2020/2021 Motions Held 
Over
Agricultural & Environmental

6. Jindera Branch, Murray Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
be to oppose large-scale solar 
plants on prime agricultural land to 
protect food and fibre productivity”.

9. Merriwa Branch, Hunter River 
Group 

“That the policy of CWA of NSW be 
to advocate for bamboo products 
and fibres made using the viscose 
process to be deemed non-
natural and non-environmentally 
friendly alternatives to plastics or 
synthetic fibres, and be labelled 
appropriately”. 

12. White Cliffs Branch, Darling 
River Group

“That the policy of the CWA of NSW 
be to lobby the NSW Department 
of Planning—Division of Resources 
and Geoscience to cease assessing 
$2 companies as able to satisfy the 
‘financial capacity to undertake 
mineral exploration’ in NSW under 
the Mining Act 1992”. 

Health & Social Security

23. Lismore Evening Branch, Far 
North Coast Group

“That the policy of the CWA 
of NSW be to advocate for the 
Federal Government to introduce 
a ‘Preterm Parental Leave Payment’ 
for the duration a preterm baby is in 
hospital care (up to 13 weeks)”. 

25. Walgett Branch, Barwon Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW 
shall be to advocate for all children 
to be eligible for the NSW Active 
Kids vouchers as this assistance is 
only currently available to school 
enrolled children”.

Transport & Telecommunications

32. Canimbla Branch, South West 
Group

“That the policy of CWA of NSW shall 
be to lobby the Federal Government 
for an ongoing customer-focused 
review of the effectiveness and 
affordability of all postage services”.

1
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Moore Agricultural & 
Environmental Award
Winner Ilford Running Stream 

branch

Agricultural & 
Environmental Award 
report award 
1st Jindabyne Branch

Recycled Article 
Competition
1st Terryll Cassidy, Condoblin Branch
2nd Janet de Rooy, Mudgee Evening 

Branch
3rd Colleen O’Rourke and Carol 

Grylls, Oura Branch

Past State Presidents’ 
Award
Winner Batlow Branch

Wagga Daily Advertiser 
Award
Winner Joan Cooper and Sandra 

Berner, Berry Branch

Garry Prize
1st Fiona McCormack, Walcha 

Branch

Australian Event Services 
Award
For the biggest increase in membership 
from 2017/18 to 2019/20
1st Bonalbo Branch, Far North Coast 

Group
2nd Delungra Branch, Gwydir Group
3rd Wagga Wagga Branch, Riverina 

Group

State Raffle
1st Robyn Miller
2nd Rikki Bryan
3rd Tanya from Nimbin
4th Ros Looyen
5th Judith Foley

State Cultural Committee 
Raffle
1st Donna Hobday

Competition and Raffle Winners

International Doll 
Competition
1st Freda Cook, Oura Branch
2nd Coleen Edgar, Walgett Branch
3rd Vivian Levitt, Nowra Branch

International Needlecraft 
Competition
1st Pam Wright, Kootingal Branch

2nd Lyn Hirst Penrith Branch
3rd Mary Shephard, Delungra Branch

International Handicraft 
Competition
1st Barbara Gow, Mudgee Evening 

Branch
2nd Elizabeth Watson, Kendall 

Branch
3rd Joy Knight, Jerilderie Branch

Lister International Trophy 
For The Best Group Report
1st Jenny Chobdzynski, Riverina 

Group
2nd Jocelyn Cameron, Barwon Group

ACWW Model Project 
Application
1st Margaret Skropeta, Rylstone 

Branch

International Student 
Travel Journal
1st Asia Cook, Penrith Branch
2nd Charlotte Baker, Moruya Branch
3rd Jessie Tyack, Tullibigeal Branch

International Student Post 
Card
1st Jaola Morgan, Millthorpe Branch 
2nd Rosie Gaston, Euberta Branch
3rd Makayla Ivanova, Penrith Branch

International Primary 
School PowerPoint
1st 5/6 Class, Stuarts Point Primary 

School, Eungai-Stuarts Point 
Branch

2nd Lisa Meadley, Old Bonalbo 
Branch

3rd Sekora Daley, Manilla Branch

International Competition Results

2nd Helana Donaldson
3rd Marlene Smith
4th Elisabeth Hodgson

State Handicraft 
Committee Raffle
1st Josie Kilpatrick
2nd Britany Heard
3rd Helana Donaldson

International Committee 
Raffle
1st Jenny Stott
2nd Ann Armstrong
3rd Barbara Reichart
4th Marlene McDonald
5th Jo King

The Land Cookery 
Committee Raffle
1st Christine Cain
2nd Christine Davis
3rd Kath Bennett1
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Senior Photography—Section 
A “Dust”
1st Cheryl Mayberry, Barellan 

Branch
2nd  Robin Godwin, 

Terramungamine Branch
3rd Julie Deer, Wingham Branch

Senior Photography—Section 
B “Friends”
1st Wendy Hogan, Dungog-

Clarence Town
2nd Robin Godwin, 

Terramungamine Branch
3rd Yvonne Davis, Albion Park 

Evening Branch

Temorva Trophy
Wendy Hogan, Dungog-Clarence 
Town

Junior Photography
9 to 12 Years
1st Archer Taylor, Collector Branch
2nd Eli Millet, Collector Branch
3rd Samantha Davis, Albion Park 

Evening Branch
13 to 18 Years
1st Claudia Taylor, Collector 

Branch

Bush Ballad
1st Lorna Nelson, Leura Day 

Branch
2nd Joy Ballard, Kootingal Branch 
3rd Robyn Sykes, Binalong Branch

Poetry
1st Gemma Ridley, Euberta Branch
2nd Jenny Coulston, Milton Branch
3rd Catherine Milander, Stanwell 

Park Branch

Senior Short Story
1st Merri Gill, Moree Branch
2nd Jane Bowtell, Woy Woy Branch
3rd Mary Shephard, Delungra 

Branch

Junior Short Story
8 Years and Under
1st Rhys Burgess, Hillston Branch

2nd Sophia Newham, Tullibigeal 
Branch

3rd Indie Blacker, Tullibigeal 
Branch

9 to 12 Years
1st Tahlia Bendall, Tullibigeal 

Branch
2nd  Maddison Longford, Tullibigeal 

Branch
3rd  Lilly Bell, Tullibigeal Branch
13 to 18 Years
1st  Toby Gough, Bathurst Evening 

Branch
2nd  Scarlett Hall, Bathurst Evening 

Branch
3rd Ashley Robertson, Barellan 

Branch

Junior Poster
8 Years and Under
1st Charlie Mullins, Hillston Branch
2nd Ava McIntosh, Hillston Branch
3rd Ebony Taylor, Hillston Branch
9 to 12 Years
1st Joanna O’Reilly, Tullibigeal 

Branch
2nd Jessie Tyack, Tullibigeal Branch
3rd Isabelle Richards, Tullibigeal 

Branch

Digital Posters
8 Years and Under
1st Chelsea Bendall, Tullibigeal 

Branch
9 to 12 Years
1st Millie Helyar, Tullibigeal Branch
2nd Kolby Newham, Tullibigeal 

Branch
3rd Sienna Longford, Tullibigeal 

Branch

Art Section
Section 1A Oil
1st Margaret O’Connor, Tamworth 

Branch
2nd Sue Swensson, Bermagui 

Branch
Section 1B Watercolour
1st Maddalena Piola, Port 

Macquarie Branch

2nd Christine Dugan, Walgett 
Branch

3rd Barbara Swan, Manilla Branch
Section 1C Acrylic
1st Gail Houghton, Coonabarabran 

Evening Branch
2nd Catherine Milander, Stanwell 

Park Branch
3rd Sue Swensson, Bermagui 

Branch
Section 2 Novice
1st Patricia Philp, Port Macquarie 

Branch
2nd Carol Xuereb, Young Branch
3rd Marie Cox, Euberta Branch 
Section 3 Any Other Medium
1st Carol Xuereb, Young Branch
2nd Faye Owner, Bellingen Branch
3rd Anne Morley, Dapto Branch
Section 4 Miniature
1st Christine Dugan, Walgett 

Branch
2nd Faye Owner, Bellingen Branch
3rd Anne Morley, Dapto Branch
Section 5 Juniors
1st Katelyn Chow, Bellingen 

Branch
2nd Nicholas Fox, Maitland Branch
3rd Nicholas Fox, Maitland Branch
Section 6 Mixed Media
1st Carol Xuereb, Young Branch
2nd Sandra Fox, Maitland Branch
3rd Lyn Haynes, Keiraville Branch

Unpacker’s Prize
Carol Xuereb Young Branch, 

South West Group

China Painting
Section 1: Best Piece of China 
Painting Fruit, Flowers or 
Monotone
1st Pam Wright, Kootingal Branch
Section 6: Miniature
1st Pam Wright, Kootingal Branch

Group Reports
1st Wanthella Group

State Cultural Competition Results

1
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2nd Riverina Group
3rd Phillip Group

Group Cultural Books
1st  Bathurst Branch, Central 

Western Group
2nd Jamberoo Branch, Wollondilly 

Group
3rd Bellarwi Branch, Hume Group

Group Cultural Books Digital 
Presentation
1st Delungra Branch, Gwydir 

Group

Temorva Trophy
Wendy Hogan, Dungog-Clarence 
Town

Fergusson Trophy
Wanthella Group

Bib’n’Bub Trophy
Bathurst Branch, Central Western 
Group 

Open Sections
Prizes donated by Handicraft 
Committee

Section A: A garment or article of 
any craft made by a member 80 
years of age or over.
1st Mary Conley, Narooma Branch
2nd Jeanette Manwaring, Myamley 

Branch
3rd  Gwen Hudson, Harrington 

Branch
Section B1: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 8 years and under
1st Zantha Watson, Willala Branch
2nd Aliya Terry, Engonia Branch
3rd Charley Chaney, Galston 

Branch
Section B2: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 9 to 12 years of age.
1st Talia Mathewson, Keiraville 

Branch
2nd Natalie Hasler, Pleasant Hills 

Branch
3rd Caitlan Mongan, Leura Evening 

Branch
Section B3: Any article of craft 
(commercial quilting allowed) made 
by a junior 13 to 18 years of age.
1st Amy Stone, Goulburn Branch 
2nd Annie Sibanda, Deer Vale 

Branch
3rd N. Walker, Keiraville Branch
Section C: Branch Challenge—4 
Aprons—to have the input of 4 
different members of the one 
Branch 
1st Narooma Branch, Far South 

Coast Group
2nd Dubbo Evening Branch
3rd Byng-Emu Swamp Branch
Section D: Machine quilted quilt . 
Maximum size 220 cm x 220 cm
1st Lorna Kimmorley, Yetman 

Branch
2nd Laraine Callinan, Wagga Wagga 

Day Branch
3rd Judy Hopkins, Gloucester 

Branch
Section E: Article of any craft made 
by male relative of a CWA Member. 
Max. size 30cm x 30cm.
1st Chris Scott, Gunnedah Branch
2nd Robert Casey, Albury Branch
3rd  Jeff Shortland, Bungendore 

Branch

Best Group Report 
Prize donated by Handicraft 
Committee

1st Phillip Group

Top Ten Pieces of Different 
Crafts from Section 1.
1. Meryl Lees, Canimbla Branch—

Sashiko Quilt 
2. Jennifer Kennedy, Southern 

Highlands Evening Branch—
Drawn Thread

3. Pam Wright, Kootingal Branch—
Needle 

4. Vivienne Beaumont, Wingham 
Branch—Fairy Knitting 

5. Marion Cullen, Narooma 
Branch—Myreshka

6. Jenny Nott, Ilford-Running 
StreamBranch—Beading 

7. Tracey Bonfante, Harrington 
Branch—Mosaic Crochet

8. Stephanie Stanhope, Bega 
Branch—Aran Knitting 

9. Rae Johnston, Cooma Branch—
Hand Appliquéd Quilt

10. Lyndel Swan, Maitland Branch—
Tatting

Champion Piece Of Work 
Section 1
Diane Birch, Harden Branch—
Bobbin Lace

The Land Section 
First and Second prizes awarded by 
“The Land” Newspaper.

1) Knee or Cot rug using Commercial 
Natural Fibres—Crochet max 150 cm 
x 150 cm
1st Fay Grieve, Warialda Branch
2nd Pat McGregor, Hornsby Branch
3rd Gail Lipscomb, Blackheath 

Branch
2) Knee or Cot Rug or Cot Quilt 
Knitted using Commercial Natural 
Fibres 150 x 150 cm
1st Jeanette Sell, Ilford Running 

Stream Branch
2nd Jenny Demkin, Moss Vale 

Evening Branch 
3rd Margaret Lynch, Tabletop 

Branch
3) Knee or Cot Rug or Cot Quilt 
Sewn using natural fibres 150 x 150 
cm
1st Marion Cullen, Narooma 

Branch
2nd Barbara Read, East Maitland 

Branch 

State Handicraft Competition Results

1
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3rd Nicole Wilson, Willala Branch
4) Hand woven garment or article 
from Natural Fibres 
1st Sally Henderson, Wallamba 

Branch
2nd Deb Gilles, Bermugui Branch
3rd Virginia ONeill, Moss Vale 

Evening Branch
5) Hand knitted Socks from Natural 
Fibres
1st Jenny Demkin, Moss Vale 

Evening Branch
2nd Rhonda Sellenthil, Canimbla 

Branch
3rd Carol Drummond, Mannering 

Park Branch
6) Hand knitted or Hand crochet 
Child’s Garment from Commercial 
Natural Fibres (NOT baby wear)
1st Margaret Giles, Tullibigeal 

Branch
2nd Annette Douglass, Harden 

Branch
3rd Joyce Bowen, Myall Creek 

Branch
7) Hand knitted garment or article 
(NOT socks) from Commercial 
natural fibres. 5 ply or finer. (not 
baby, wear & not socks)
1st Jenny Denkin, Moss Vale 

Evening Branch
2nd Barbara Gow, Mudgee Evening 

Branch
3rd Denise Turnbull, Enngonia 

Branch
8) Hand knitted garment or article 
(NOT socks) from Commercial 
Natural Fibres 6 ply or thicker.(Not 
baby, wear & not socks)
1st June Dale, Wauchope Branch
2nd Yvonne Argent, Emerald Hill 

Branch
3rd Elaine Robinson, Glenn Innes 

Branch
9) Embroidered Knitted garment 
or article from Commercial Natural 
Fibres
1st Jenny Miles, The Rock Branch
2nd Jenette Atchison, Quirindi 

Branch

3rd  Lillian Marshall, Crookwell 
Branch 

10) Hand Knitted garment or article 
from Hand Spun Natural Fibres
1st Barbara Swan, Manilla Branch
2nd Lynne Grady, Jervis Bay Day 

Branch
3rd Janet De Rooy, Mudgee 

Evening Branch
11) Machine knitted garment or 
article from Natural Fibres
1st Jenny Miles, The Rock Branch
2nd Joan Bird, Port Macquarie 

Branch
3rd  Clair Goodsell, Mudgee 

Evening Branch
12) Hand crochet garment or article 
from Commercial Natural Fibres 
(not baby wear)
1st Carol McIntyre, Woolgoolga 

Branch
2nd Margaret Lynch, Table Top 

Branch
3rd Barbara Gow, Mudgee Evening 

Branch
13) Hand Crochet or Tatting. 
Garment or article from Mercerized 
Cotton
1st Bodil Atkins, Harden Branch
2nd Cassandra Karpinski, 

Tamworth Evening Branch
3rd Coral Gabriel, Wallamba 

Branch
14) Hand crochet garment or article 
from Hand Spun Natural Fibre
1st Lynne Grady, Jervis Bay Day 

Branch
2nd Elizabeth Watson, Kendall 

Branch
3rd Christina Smythe, Wongarbon 

Branch
15) Hand knitted Baby Outfit—2 
pieces—Pure Sheep’s Wool (one 
piece must be a garment)
1st Robin Atkins, Jamberoo Branch
2nd Laurel Gibson, Myamley 

Branch
3rd Joyce Bowen, Myall Creek 

Branch

16) Hand crochet Baby Outfit—2 
pieces—Pure Sheep’s Wool (one 
piece must be a garment)
1st Margaret Lynch, Table Top 

Branch
2nd Margaret Clark, Cowra Branch
3rd Ann Pratt, Eurongilly Branch
17) Dressmaking—Garment made 
from Mixed Fibres
1st Marion Cullen, Narooma 

Branch
2nd Judy Penalurick, Harden 

Branch
3rd Diane Gibson, Harrington 

Branch
18) Dressmaking—Garment made 
from Natural Fibres
1st Jeanette Manwarring, Myamley 

Branch
2nd Margaret Woodley, Wongarbon
3rd Sandy Tebbet, Gloucester 

Branch
19) Felted article or Garment
1st Coral Gabriel, Wallamba 

Branch
2nd Lynne Richardson, Toongabbie 

Branch
3rd Jenny Geczy, East-Maitland 

Branch
20) Novice—Using any natural fibre 
any technique (not previously won 
a prize in Handicraft and/or Land 
Sections at State)
1st Jenny Dickson, Narooma 

Branch
2nd Chris Higgins, Coffs Harbour 

Branch

Champion Piece of Work 
for ‘The Land’ Section 
Bodel Atkins, Harden Branch

Group Competition
Groups attaining highest point 
scores
1st Far South Coast Group
2nd Far Western Group
3rd South West Group

1
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Section 1a Light Fruit Cake
1st Shirley Edwards, Tullamore 

Branch
2nd Phyllis Blissett, Marshall Mount 

Branch
3rd Dulice Foran, Gollan Branch
Section 1b Sultana Cake
1st Joan Yeo, Gollan Branch
2nd Anne Adams, Oura Branch
3rd Arlene Beard, Bundarra Branch
Section 2a Plain Butter Cake
1st Chris Pease, Gunnedah Branch
2nd  Misha Carlo-Casablanca, 

Bungendore Branch
3rd Ursula Schmidt, Berry Branch
Section 2b Peach Blossom 
Cake
1st  Anne Gault, Quandilla Branch
2nd Carol Banks, Somerton Branch
3rd Patrisha Hurley, Myamley 

Branch
Section 3 Carrot & Ginger Loaf
1st Carolyn Craig, Toognabbie 

Branch
2nd  Marlene Clarke, Kikoira Branch
3rd Joan O’Halloran, Cobargo 

Branch
Section 4 Banana Bread
1st  Alison Jenkins, Pambula-

Merimbula Branch
2nd  Wailyn Mar, St George-

Sutherland Shire Branch
3rd Elaine Morley, Penrith Branch
Banana Bread Branch Challenge 
Winner: Belmont Branch, 22 Entries
Section 5 Wagon Wheel Slice
1st Kim Phillips, Jindabyne Branch
2nd  Phyllis Blissett, Marshall Mount 

Branch
3rd Debbie Fisher, Cobargo Branch
Section 6 Decorated cakes
Section A—Open Fondant
1st Ken Robinson
2nd Helen Robinson
3rd  Hilda Laib
Section B—Novice Fondant
1st Andrew Salan
2nd  Hilda Laib

Section C—Decorated Cupcakes
1st  Ken Robinson
2nd  Helen Robinson
3rd  Linda Newman
4th  Lyn Hirst
Section D —Fondant Cake
1st  Ken Robinson
2nd  Nelleke Gorton
Section E—Decorated Buttercream
1st  Ken Robinson
2nd  Helen Robinson
Section F—Decorated Biscuit
1st Ken Robinson
2nd Helen Robinson
3rd Lyn Hirst
Section 7 Steamed Fruit 
Pudding
1st Norma Judd, Wagga Wagga 

Evening Branch
2nd  Helen Woods, Bathurst Branch
3rd Nelleke Gorton, Bega Branch
Section 8a Tomato Relish
1st  Margaret Higgins, Niangala 

Branch
2nd  Yvette Henderson, Sydney City 

Branch
3rd  Julie Morrison, Wagga Wagga 

Evening Branch
Section 8b Orange & Tarragon 
Jelly
1st Kristyne Rybak, Bathurst 

Evening Branch
2nd Lynne McDonell, Riverina Group
3rd  Julia Harphan, Bonshaw Branch
Section 8c Spiced Fruit 
Chutney
1st  Fiona Duckworth, Umina Beach 

Branch
2nd Ruth Thomas, Deer Vale Branch
3rd Margaret Smith, Bellarwi Branch
Section 9 Gluten Free 
Caramel Slice
1st Lyn Griffiths, Umina Beach 

Branch
2nd Margaret Finucnae, Tamworth 

Branch
3rd Joan Howland, Georges River 

Branch

The Land Cookery Competition Results
Section 10 Plain Traditional 
Sponge
1st Kylie Twohill, Kingscliff Branch
2nd Ellice Shrader, Cessnock Branch
3rd  Clarice Beileiter, Tarago Branch
Section 11a Butterfly Cakes
1st  Will Baron, Jerangle-Peak View 

Branch
2nd  Isobel Fitzsimmons, Picton 

Branch
3rd  Annika Walsh, Dubbo Evening 

Branch
Section 11b Jam Drops
1st Will McDonald, Umina Beach 

Branch
2nd Dakota Blisset, Marshall Mount 

Branch
3rd  Lilly Sibanda, Deer Vale Branch 
Section 12 Cherry Blush Cake
1st Pam Clifton, Woy Woy Branch
2nd Mellissa Moody, Penrith Branch
3rd Jeanette Mawbey, Albion 

Evening Branch
Donna Latter Chocolate Cake
1st Denise Hawdon, Gloucester 

Evening Branch
2nd  Sandra Martin, Nowra Branch
3rd  Wailyn Mar, St George-

Sutherland Shire Branch
Group Highest Points Score
1st  Northumberland Group
2nd Illawara Group
3rd  Riverina Group
Special ‘The Land’ Awards For 
Branches
Judged On Ratio Of Member Entries 
Under 15 Members
1st  Kikoria Branch
2nd Bonshaw Branch
3rd  Lower Belford Branch
16 to 25 Members
1st  Lisarow Ourimbah Branch
2nd Blackheath Branch
3rd  Gloucester Evening Branch
26 To 50 Members
1st  Bathurst Branch
2nd  Oura Branch
3rd  Umina Branch

1
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CWA of NSW has been involved in 
a range of advocacy work recently. 
Some of the highlights include:
Shenhua Watermark Mine
In a large advocacy win for the CWA of 
NSW, and the people of the Liverpool 
Plains of NSW, the NSW government 
made a nationally-significant 
decision to end the prospect of a 
large open-cut coal mine in the 
middle of the Liverpool Plains in 
North-West NSW. Our members 
have always strongly believed that 
the Shenhua Watermark project was 
clearly the wrong mine, in the wrong 
place. After 13 years of uncertainty, 
we were extremely pleased to see 
the prospect of this highly-damaging 
and highly-controversial project 
finally taken off the table. 
Legislative Council Portfolio 
Committee No. 2—Inquiry into 
the health outcomes and access 
to health and hospital services in 
rural, regional and remote New 
South Wales
We continue to advocate throughout 
the parliamentary inquiry into health 
outcomes for rural, regional and 
remote communities. The survey we 
launched to support our submission 
had over 800 responses. There have 
been various public hearings taking 
place on this issue and we also 
appeared in a recent episode of The 
Drum, outlining the issues that our 
members have raised with us, and 
the importance of this inquiry. 
Select Committee on the provisions 
of the Public Health Amendment 
(Registered Nurses in Nursing 
Homes) Bill 2020
CWA of NSW appeared at a committee 
hearing for this inquiry on the 28th 
April. The committee is investigating 
the provisions of the Public Health 
Amendment (Registered Nurses 
in Nursing Homes) Bill 2020, and 
in particular the need to have a 
registered nurse on duty at all times 
in nursing homes and other aged 
care facilities with residents who 
require a high level of residential 
care. The position of the CWA of 
NSW is that this requirement should 

Advocacy Update
be mandated. You can see a full 
transcript of the evidence we gave 
on the Parliamentary Committee 
website. On the transcript, CWA of 
NSW appears from page 42 onwards. 
NSW Legislative Assembly 
Committee on Investment, Industry 
and Regional Development— 
Inquiry into Inland Rail Project and 
Regional NSW
We recently accompanied members 
of the Legislative Assembly 
Committee on Investment, Industry 
and Regional Development 
committee on their trip to Gilgandra 
and Narromine. As part of that trip 
we arranged for the Committee 
members to hear from impacted 
member landholders in and around 
the Narromine to Narrabri section 
of the track including landholder 
meetings in Curban, Kickabil and 
Webbs Siding. We were also then 
invited to give evidence more 
formally at a hearing held on the 
7th May. The transcript for that 
hearing should be added soon to the 
committee website. We are awaiting 
the findings of the Senate inquiry 
into Inland Rail. The committee 
report deadline has been extended 
again and is now the 11th August 
2021. 
Mouse plague issues
CWA of NSW joined with NSW 
Farmers to present a parliamentary 
briefing on the mouse plague issue 
in NSW on the 11th May. The briefing 
and subsequent media coverage 
that occurred, gained considerable 
attention. CWA of NSW were also 
able to meet with the Minister for 
Agriculture and Western NSW, 
The Hon Adam Marshall, later on 
the same day of the briefing, to 
further reiterate the extent of the 
problem that is being experienced 
across the state. On 13th May, 
Minister Marshall announced a $50 
million support package to assist 
regional communities to combat 
the mouse plague. CWA of NSW has 
welcomed this announcement and 
will continue to monitor the roll 
out of the announced package and 
undertake further advocacy on the 

issue if needed. 
Expired “zombie” Petroleum 
Exploration Licences (“PELs”)
CWA of NSW continues to advocate 
on this issue, with a recent media 
release outlining our support for 
these so-called “zombie PELs” to 
be extinguished once and for all. 
An Upper House Bill that was due 
to be debated in May has now been 
referred to the Legislative Council 
Portfolio Committee No.4—Industry 
for an inquiry. We will track this 
inquiry and again make our position 
clear in any subsequent submissions 
that we do. 
Level Crossing Safety
At the recent State Conference, the 
following motion of urgency was 
passed.
That the policy of the CWA of NSW be 
to:
a) Request the NSW to act urgency and 
commit immediately to increasing 
the safety measures in place across 
all level crossing in NSW, so that 
wherever possible and practicable, 
all public level crossings are equipped 
with warning lights as a minimum 
safety feature; and 
b) Advocate for increased safety 
measures being implemented across 
the private crossing network in NSW.
During the discussion in relation 
to this motion, a current petition 
that is on the NSW parliamentary 
website was highlighted. This 
petition arose after the tragic death 
of Ethan Hunter and his colleague 
Mark Fenton, at level crossing in 
Bribbaree, and has been arranged by 
Maddie Bott, Ethan Hunter’s fiancé. 
We urge all members to support 
this ePetition (sent via E-news) so 
that it can be tabled and debated in 
the NSW Parliament, and positive 
change can occur in relation to level 
crossing safety across the state. To 
be debated in a parliament the survey 
needs to receive 20,000 signatures.
Work will continue on all of these 
matters and others, as well as 
reviewing and starting action on 
the successful motions from State 
Conference 2021.

1
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1. You receive this email 
from myGov asking you to 
verify your identity. 
What would you do?

From: Australia Government <no-
reply@aussie.com>

Subject: Australian Government and 
myGov must verify your identity

Reply to: no-reply@aussie.com

Australian Government logo

myGov logo

Please DO NOT REPLY by email as 
this mailbox is not monitored.

This is a message from the myGov 
team.

Australian Government and myGov 
must verify your identity - (Part 4.2, 
paragraph 4.3.13 of the AML/CTF 
Rules).

Click to go to myGov and proceed 
with verification.

Thank you

Message reference: UE018

Answers
 ▪ Click the link—it looks like it’s 
from a legitimate source.

 ▪ Delete the email—it’s a scam.

2. You find a social media 
ad for a puppy with a link 
to a professional-looking 
website. 
The seller is remote but they are 
selling puppies for $1,250 including 
transport—much cheaper than 
you’ve seen elsewhere. They are 

very thorough and want to check 
you’re a good prospective owner, 
so have asked for a deposit and a 
lot of information including a copy 
of your photo ID before they can 
agree to the sale. What would you 
do next?

Answers
 ▪ Transfer the money straight 
away to secure the puppy—at 
this price, they’re bound to go 
quickly.

 ▪ Check testimonials on the seller’s 
website before buying.

 ▪ Provide the information they’ve 
asked for—they’re thorough and 
you want to prove you’d make a 
good owner.

 ▪ Google the seller to look for 
independent reviews.

3. Which of the following 
are signs that your online 
love interest is a fake?

Answers
 ▪ They tell you that they love you 
very quickly.

 ▪ They’re working overseas and 
an emergency has occurred and 
they need money.

 ▪ They want to send you a parcel 

Can you spot the scam?
and ask for a copy of your driver’s 
license, your full legal name and 
your date of birth for paperwork.

 ▪ All of the above.

4. Your boss sends you this 
email.
What should you do?

From: Doe, John <john@servíces.
com>

Subject: URGENT: gift cards needed 
ASAP for clients

To: Sandra@services.com

Hi Sandra

Are you busy? I’m in a meeting for 
most of the day and forgot I need 
some gift cards for a big client 
meeting tomorrow. Can you buy ten 
$100 gift cards for me ASAP and let 
me know when you have them?

Email is the best way of contacting 
me at the moment.

Thanks,

John Doe

The Services Company

Chief Executive Officer

Email: john.doe@services.com

Answers
 ▪ Buy the gift cards—you don’t 
want to make your boss angry.

 ▪ Ignore the email and contact IT 
security—this is not your boss.

5. You receive a call from 
someone claiming to be 
from an IT company.
They say there’s a problem with 
your internet and persuade you to 
give them access to your computer 
and online banking. You find out 
they depleted your bank account—
what is this scam called?

Answers
 ▪ Hacking
 ▪ Remote access scam
 ▪ “Nigerian” scam
 ▪ False billing scam
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6. You get an SMS saying 
your delivery has arrived 
but you need to pay a 
$1.99 fee to release the 
package. 

Your parcel couldn’t be delivered. 
Follow the link below to pay the $1.99 
holding fee to release your package 
aussiepost@yandex.com

You clicked the link and entered 
your credit card and other details, 
and later realised it was a scam. 
What do you do?

Answers
 ▪ Call your bank immediately to 
either cancel your credit card 
or see if the payment can be 
stopped.

 ▪ Shrug it off—it was only a $1.99 
charge anyway.

7. You receive a letter in 
the mail advising you have 
been pre-approved for a 
credit card but you don’t 
need one.

You decide to throw away the letter. 
What should you do first?

Answers
 ▪ Shred or destroy the letter 
before putting it in the rubbish.

 ▪ Throw the letter away as is.
 ▪ Put the letter back in the 
envelope and write “personal” 
on it before throwing it in the 
rubbish.

8. If you think your identity 
has been compromised, 
who should you contact 
first?
Answers

 ▪ The police
 ▪ Scamwatch
 ▪ Your financial institution
 ▪ Your insurance company

Correct Answers
1. Delete the email—it’s a scam.

The Australian Government will 
never ask you to follow a link in an 
email or SMS to verify your identity. 
Another sign that this is a scam is 
the sender’s email address no-
reply@aussie.com. All government 
agency addresses end in .gov.au.

Another way to check is to hover 
over the link and see where the 
address takes you—in this case not 
a government website.

2. Google the seller to look for 
independent reviews.

There are red flags in this scenario—
the cheap price, the inability to visit 
the puppy and their request for 
your identity documents.

Genuine breeders may ask questions 
about your living situation to assess 
your suitability for the pet but they 
don’t need personal documents!

Never send money or give credit 
card details, online account details 
or copies of personal documents to 
anyone you don’t know or trust.

3. All of the above.

Dating and romance scammers 
often use various common tactics 
to trick you out of your money and 
personal information.

If they ask for money, a loan, 
your banking details, personal 

identifying information about you 
or copies of your documents, or 
ask you to invest in a company they 
recommend—just say no. These are 
signs that you may be dealing with 
a scammer.

4. Ignore the email and contact IT 
security—this is not your boss.

The sender’s address is different 
from your manager’s email 
address—look very carefully at the 
‘i’ in services in the sender’s email. 
This is a scam.

Let your manager and IT team know 
there has been a scam attempt 
(check with them first before 
forwarding the email).

6. Call your bank immediately to 
either cancel your credit card or see 
if the payment can be stopped.

If you think you have provided bank 
or credit card details to a scammer 
contact your bank as soon as 
possible. They may be able to stop 
the payment or at least block more 
payments from going through.

A small initial charge may not be the 
end of the scam—the scammer can 
charge much more to your credit 
card.

7. Shred or destroy the letter before 
putting it in the rubbish.

Scammers can go through 
mailboxes and rubbish bins to find 
personal information they may be 
able to use to steal your money and/
or identity. Make sure you destroy 
anything with personal information 
before throwing it away.

And don’t forget to lock your 
mailbox!

8. Your financial institution

You should contact your financial 
institution first and then the other 
agencies if applicable.

For more support and information 
on the process of restoring your 
identity if it has been compromised 
you can contact IDCARE at idcare.
org or call 1800 595 160.

Printed with permission. Source: 
Scamwatch, ACCC. 

© Commonwealth of Australia.
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Sudoku

April’s Solution
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Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Very Easy

8 9 7 3

3 2 6 4

6 3 1 5

8 4 2 6

1 2 7 5

7 9 8 4

3 7 5 9

5 3 8 4

7 9 6 2
www.sudoku-puzzles.netThe Country Woman

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Medium

8 1 2

4 8 6

2 3 7 9

7 2 8 1

3 8 4 9

5 9 6 2

2 5 8

4 5 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Country Womens Association

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Very Hard

5 9 4

9 4 3 1

3 8

9 6 2 7

6 1

5 4 8 1

7 2

1 7 8 6

8 3 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

How to Play Sudoku
Every row must have the numbers 1–9 appear once. Every column must have the numbers 1–9 appear once. Every 
3x3 box must have the numbers 1–9 appear once. Solution in the next edition. 

Tip: you can start by looking for the numbers that are missing in a row and see if you can eliminate any of those 
numbers by looking at the other numbers in the columns or squares around it.Country Womens Association

Samurai - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Easy

3 6 9 2 8 4 5 7 1 8 4 9 6 7 5 1 2 3
1 5 2 9 7 3 6 8 4 5 2 1 3 9 4 7 8 6
7 8 4 1 6 5 2 9 3 6 3 7 2 1 8 4 9 5
2 9 7 3 4 6 1 5 8 1 8 5 4 3 6 9 7 2
6 4 8 5 1 2 7 3 9 7 6 4 9 5 2 3 1 8
5 1 3 7 9 8 4 2 6 2 9 3 1 8 7 5 6 4
8 2 1 4 5 9 3 6 7 5 4 8 9 1 2 8 4 3 6 5 7
4 3 6 8 2 7 9 1 5 6 2 3 4 7 8 5 6 1 2 3 9
9 7 5 6 3 1 8 4 2 1 9 7 3 5 6 7 2 9 8 4 1

5 8 4 9 1 2 6 3 7
6 3 1 8 7 5 2 4 9
2 7 9 4 3 6 5 8 1

3 1 6 7 2 9 4 5 8 7 6 9 1 2 3 8 7 6 4 9 5
9 7 5 8 4 3 1 2 6 3 8 4 7 9 5 4 1 2 3 6 8
2 8 4 1 5 6 7 9 3 2 5 1 8 6 4 5 9 3 2 7 1
1 4 8 6 9 2 5 3 7 9 7 6 3 4 5 1 8 2
6 9 2 5 3 7 8 4 1 5 4 8 6 2 1 9 3 7
7 5 3 4 8 1 9 6 2 2 3 1 7 8 9 5 4 6
8 2 9 3 1 5 6 7 4 6 8 2 1 3 4 7 5 9
4 3 7 9 6 8 2 1 5 4 1 7 9 5 8 6 2 3
5 6 1 2 7 4 3 8 9 3 5 9 2 6 7 8 1 4

www.sudoku-puzzles.net
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Telstra investing hundreds of millions to extend and enhance our regional, rural and 
remote coverage

Incredible connectivity has the potential to transform a nation but these dreams can only be realised if everyone 
can join in.

Telstra have just launched a major initiative to bring even better connectivity to those who rely on it in rural and 
regional areas.

Improving our regional and rural networks

As 3G ticks over to 4G and into 5G; or as copper ADSL transforms into fibre, satellite or mobile internet, we’re 
always finding new solutions to solve old problems.

New technology will help us realise the goal of becoming a world-leading digital economy, and we need to make 
sure everyone can participate. That’s why we have a new funding program to improve our network for regional, 
rural and remote customers.

Over the next four years, we will lead a co-investment fund aimed at enhancing and extending mobile coverage in 
rural and regional areas. We plan to stimulate infrastructure co-investment with governments, local councils and 
businesses in areas that would otherwise be difficult to justify on economic grounds.

We’ve done this before and had great success in the last few years, investing over $120 million ourselves in such 
projects in regional, rural and remote Australia. That’s why we’re doing it again.

We will also be investing a further $150 million over the next 12 months to improve networks in regional, rural and 
remote Australia. We will be boosting coverage at popular destination spots; funding capacity upgrades; ensuring 
that 3G-only sites have access to 4G; building new 4G sites, and developing technology for long-range sites with 
small cells and satellite backhaul.

The $200 million co-investment fund, paired with our additional $150 million, is backed up by and in addition to a 
number of projects we have recently been awarded by the Federal Government.

We will be working with the Federal Government through their Regional Connectivity Program to help power $55 
million-worth of network upgrades, and we are the only major mobile provider to both win projects and commit 
funding to improve services.

Pair that with our participation in the Federal Government’s Mobile Black Spot Program, where we have put up 
more than double the capital investment of the rest of the industry put together to build more than two thirds of 
the mobile black spot towers in the program.

Our regional legacy

We have a longstanding commitment to provide connectivity to regional, rural and remote areas. In these areas, 
Telstra is more than just another telco: it’s often the only telco. That is a big responsibility, and one we take seriously.

We have spent years hauling equipment across this wide 
brown land, building mobile towers; exchanges, and 
more to connect even the most far-flung Australians to 
the rest of the world.

Our commitment to regional areas is about more than 
just giving people a good network to stream movies on. 
With the pandemic driving a massive surge in online 
services—especially from the government—it’s about 
making sure everyone can benefit and thrive in the new 
digital age.

In 2021, it is more important than ever to keep our 
customers at the heart of everything we do—especially 
when it comes to connectivity.
Telstra is CWA of NSW’s Community Partner

Telstra Update
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Life is in the Detour
The room was quiet. A vague 
smell of rosewater hung in the air. 
Sunlight hovered behind the heavy 
lace curtains. A few pieces of old 
fashioned furniture gathered dust.
I sat immobile on a high-backed 
chair as I watched the fortune teller 
peer down at her cards. A snip of 
grey hair fell across her forehead. 
She shuffled her feet.
Finally she looked up. “Yes, I see a 
dark-haired man in a suit…hmmm…
maybe a business man,” she paused, 
“a brick house…hmmm…a TV…a 
Hills Hoist,” another pause, “a 
window with lines across it…a sea 
breeze…happiness.” She rambled 
on, her voice so low I could hardly 
hear her. Her hands moved back and 
forth dragging a lace cuff over the 
cards. I was mesmerised. Suddenly 
she tossed back her head and stared 
at me. “Yes, and there will be three 
children, two boys and a girl. That 
will be two and sixpence, please!”
As I walked home my imagination 
went into overdrive. What a 
comfortable straight-forward 
future! How wonderful! A nice house 
in the suburbs with all those mod 
cons. I could begin saving up for a 
TV and have a Hills Hoist and lots of 
those stylish venetian blinds, pale 
pink would be best; all the exciting 
innovations of the 1950s. I was sure 
this prediction must include a neat 
garden and a new car as well. What 
bliss. How pleased by mother would 
be. The grandchildren could visit for 
a roast dinner every Sunday. I was 
28 and my mother had despaired of 
me ever getting married. She said 
I was too fussy and the supply of 
eligible young men was running out. 
My sister and most of my friends 
were married and well into paying 
off their mortgages.
Buoyed up by the fortune teller’s 
words I determined to see out this 
dark-haired man in a suit as soon 
as possible. Maybe my cousin could 
help. He was an accountant and 
must know someone who fitted 
the description. He laughed when 

I rang him. “No one answering that 
description comes to mind but a 
country friend of mine is coming 
down for a few days. I’ll arrange a 
barbecue for this weekend.” That 
sounded promising. On Saturday, I 
put on my prettiest blouse and skirt 
and in my high heels walked over to 
my cousin’s house.
His farmer friend was short, fair-
haired but had a kind face. He 
chatted enthusiastically about his 
farm, his crops and his animals. He 
lived 800 miles due west. The season 
had been good, rain at the right 
time so he could relax for a couple 
of weeks in town. He did not fit the 
fortune teller’s description but as he 
was the only unmarried man at the 
barbecue I decided to keep listening 
to him. He invited me to dinner, 
halfheartedly I agreed. After a few 
dates I was listening more intently. 
Then a call came through from the 
country; a crisis; the windmill had 
broken down. He had to go back 
home. I promised to write.
Letters flowed between country 
and city twice a week on mail days. 
I began to take more interest in 
the drama of country life. I tuned 
into the daily weather forecast 
for his area and looked forward to 
the ABC serial about country life, 
“Blue Hills”. I subscribed to “The 
Land” newspaper where I learnt 
about record wool prices and saw 
pictures of flourishing wheat crops. 
I began to warm to the idea of 
country life. My fair-haired letter 
writer occupied more and more of 
my thoughts. Letters became very 
affectionate.
There followed a courtship 1950s 
style, a city visit, meeting the 
parents, an engagement party, a 
wedding.
My mother was so delighted that I 
was married she resigned herself 
to the fact that the grandchildren 
would not be visiting her every 
Sunday.
It was spring when I was carried over 
the threshold. The paddocks looked 
beautiful brimming with a ripening 

Cultural Winning Short Story
wheat crop. The spring lambs 
were dancing about their bleating 
mothers. This vision splendid 
gradually blurred as I began to 
appreciate the hard work side of life 
on the land; early morning starts, 
long hours on the tractor, or on 
the motorbike mustering sheep. 
We endured our share of setbacks 
and disasters. Through it all I had to 
keep the household going.
Unlike a brick bungalow the fortune 
teller had predicted, our weather 
board house needed regular 
painting. As I slapped on another 
coat I thought about her other 
predictions that had not eventuated.
Being so far from the city there was 
no TV reception but over the years, 
piles of books and magazines had 
accumulated at the homestead. 
I could read until the generator, 
which powered the house with 
electricity, was switched off at 
10pm.
Every week I pegged clothes over 
a wire strung between two trees. 
The wind would blow them about, 
hoisting sheets high in the air. 
They seemed to dry as well as 
those pinned to some newfangled 
invention in the city.
Pink venetian blinds, how 
impractical they would be here! The 
glass louvers needed cleaning every 
day as the brown dust swept across 
the plains and alighted on them. 
I finally gave up. Dirty windows 
deterred the birds from flying into 
them and hurting themselves.
I am now completely reconciled 
to the way my life turned out. I 
look at my darling husband; his 
fair hair turning grey. The fortune 
teller’s prediction of a comfortable, 
suburban life was 800 miles off 
track. But she was right about 
two things—happiness and three 
children, two boys and a girl. My 
mother was happy too. She bribed 
her grandchildren into staying with 
her in the school holidays to go 
to the beach. Life is in the detour. 
Mine certainly was.
By Merri Gill, Moree Branch
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Celebrations

Members are reminded to keep apart at all times and follow all COVID-19 restrictions at branch meetings and events.

Dorrigo Branch celebrated its belated 
90th birthday after the monthly meeting 
on 8 April 2021. Great company, food and 
friendship was enjoyed by everyone. Mrs 
Nola Tyson, Past President cut the cake 

on behalf of members.

It was a 
pleasure for 

Illawarra Group 
President, Eva 
Campbell to 
welcome 14 
new ladies 
to CWA, to 
assist with 

the formation 
of the new 

Appin Branch. 
Welcome Appin 
Branch, it was 
a delightful 

morning full of 
promise!

Earlier this year Griffith Branch congratulated Dawn 
Beaumont-Stevens for 50 years of CWA membership. 

Murrumbidgee-Lachlan Group President Cheryl 
Mayberry presented Dawn with a certificate and pin

Nelson Bay Evening Branch celebrated its 50th 
birthday recently. Members past and present came 
together to enjoy a meal, chat and friendship. We 

were fortunate to host our friends from the Nelson 
Bay Branch and our Group representative, Sharyn 
Buck. The Branch was formed in 1971, after Adele 

Dart, a Nelson Bay Branch member, could see a 
need for an evening branch. Since then, members 
have enthusiastically participated in fundraisers, 

International schools, Australia Day parades, 
and so much more. Life member, Carol Vincent, 
told funny stories of escapades at international 

schools, and pantomimes as well as speaking on 
current projects.

Story of the Month
Picton District Branch
Another outstanding night for 
members of the Picton District 
Branch as members are recognised at 
the Wollondilly Women in Excellence 
Awards held in conjunction with 
International Women’s Day. Annie 
Hughes received Best Start Up 
Business for The Cake Singer. 
Kim Hill was a finalist in the Patron 
Award and ex-president Kerrie 
O’Grady took out the Diamond 

Award which recognises the 
work of women who have made a 
contribution to the community and 
helped improve the life of someone in 
Wollondilly. During her acceptance 
she acknowledged all the women 
and men who she worked with 
during the bushfires of 2019/2020 
and especially the quilters who 
have continued to wrap bushfire 
victims in the hundreds of quilts of 
love. A video was also released on 
International Women’s Day by the 

National Bushfire Recovery Agency 
to also highlight the work done 
by the numerous CWA branches 
and other organisations during the 
horrendous bushfire. 

Peats Ridge and 
District Branch 
formed in 1946 
and celebrated 

their 75th birthday 
in March 2021. 

Branch Patron, Mrs 
Barbara Chapman 
did the honours of 
cutting the cake 
which members 

enjoyed eating. It 
was a lovely day 

and we are proud 
the branch is still 
going strong and 
serving the local 

community.

Dorrigo Branch Griffith Branch Nelson Bay Evening Branch

Peats Ridge and District BranchIllawarra Group
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Belmont Branch

Belmont Branch member Elaine 
Pritchard has been busy completing 
a baby shawl which was started 
many years ago by past member 
Maureen Drinkwater. Maureen was 
at one time our Branch President 
and held many other positions. She 
sadly passed away in 2019. Elaine 
took up the challenge of completing 
the shawl and it will be included in 
this year’s Baby Bundle which goes 
to the first baby born in the area 
closest to the Branch’s birthday.

Bonalbo Branch

Bonalbo Branch members have 
been assembling Mother & Baby 
Bags to hand out to new mothers. 
The bags are full of Bonalbo 
member’s handicrafts, a book, toy 
and items to help a new mum feel 
good. The Branch is going from 
strength to strength, supporting 
the community with ideas like the 
Mother & Baby Bag, stalls, catering, 

learning about the environment and 
discussing current issues affecting 
their North Coast area.

Forbes Evening Branch

In April, Forbes Evening Branch 
members celebrated the 
International Country of Study—
Ecuador. A local chef and her 
team from Vandenberg Hotel 
Forbes researched and presented 
a menu which reflected the 
traditional Ecuadorian food for an 
International Dinner. Members and 
guests, including members from 
Forbes Branch dined on empanadas, 
beef and pork with traditional 
sides, followed by caramel flan and 
spiced pumpkin and cheese tasting 
plates. Guests experienced music, 
traditional food and stimulating 
facts about Ecuador which were 
surprising and sometimes shocking. 
As a guest speaker was unable to be 
found, Mr Internet and Ms You-tube 
were called on to provide interesting 
and unusual information which 
was presented to the assembled 
by two of our members. These 
two presenters wore traditional 
costumes as a festival goer, and a 
dancer. The dressing up proved 
popular sparking some hilarious 
moments and lots of conversation. 

All had a great night!

Galston Branch

Galston Branch President, Janice 
McKinnon and Secretary, Pam 
Watson attended the Anzac 
memorial at The Galston Club in 
April. Pam bought lovely flowers 
from her home to lay with the 
other floral tributes and it was a 
very respectful afternoon with the 
Hills Pipe Band, government and 
community representatives, school 
students, Scouts and Guides. 

Illabo Evening Branch

Illabo Open Gardens Day was a 
huge success for Illabo Evening 
Branch (newly opened in October 
2020). Visitors travelling from as 

From our Branches
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far as Canberra, Young, Temora, 
Gundagai and Cootamundra 
delighted in five beautiful gardens. 
A good cuppa and plate piled with 
delicious goodies was then enjoyed 
at the Illabo Sporting Bodies Hall. 
The plant stall was also popular. The 
wonderful community rallied to 
support us and our amazing branch 
members worked hard to make our 
day a cracking success.

Kempsey Branch

Kempsey Branch celebrated 
St Patrick’s Day at their March 
branch meeting in green! All wore 
something green and munched 
on green cakes and biscuits were 
green. All enjoyed the day.

Kyogle Evening Branch

Heather Ewart and the team from 
ABC’s “Back Roads” television 
program featured the town of 
Kyogle on an episode which aired 
in February 2021. The episode 
was filmed in August 2020 during 
COVID-19 restrictions. Heather 
attended a Branch meeting, as well 
as a special Open Rooms that we 
set up especially for the filming. We 
were unable to open to the public 
during COVID-19 restrictions as we 
do not have a commercial kitchen 

in the hall we use as rooms. We 
have had a positive response to the 
episode and received feedback from 
a CWA member who said it was “the 
best advertising for the CWA I’ve 
seen so far!”

Manilla Evening Branch

Manilla Evening Branch members 
who were unaware of the symptoms 
and implications of Endometriosis 
left a recent meeting a lot more 
familiar with the condition 
following a very informative talk 
by local practitioner Dr Rachel 
Dennis. Endometriosis is a very 
painful condition which affects 10 
per cent of women in the 25-40 
year child-bearing age group, and 
occurs when cells similar to those 
in the endometrium (the layer of 
tissue that normally covers the 
inside of the uterus) grow outside 
of the uterus. The condition can 
be found anywhere in the body, 
according to Dr Dennis. There are 
varied treatments, but no cure—
it just has to be managed. Many 
women don’t know they have it and 
just fight the fight and deal with the 
pain. “Women have to be a lot more 
demanding and tell their doctor 
they think they have it, then follow 
it through,” she said.

Milvale Branch
Milvale Branch held it’s first 
fundraiser since COVID-19 in 
March. The ladies supplied morning 
tea and lunches to support one 
of our members who held a sale 
of her late mother’s craft items. 
There was a huge selection of craft 
items, materials, wool, patterns, 
beads, laces, threads for sewing 

and embroidery, craft books and 
lots more. It was a very enjoyable 
morning for all the buyers and 
visitors.

Toongabbie Branch

Vanessa, Toongabbie Branch 
International Officer, held a Tea 
Tasting Afternoon at her home. 
Over 30 different tea varieties from 
around the world were available to 
try. They included Moroccan Mint, 
Pumping Pomegranate, Chocolate 
Dream Rooi, Cocoa Loco and 
Liquorice Legs all with fun names 
and really delightful flavours.

Wallendbeen Branch
Members of Wallendbeen Branch 
have been contributing to Mother 
& Baby Bags to present to newborn 
babies at the Cootamundra Hospital. 
The generosity of members has 
been wonderful and the first six 
bags have already been donated. 
The members plan is to donate fifty 
bags to the hospital for the year. A 
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wonderful effort by the members!

Wallerawang-Lidsdale 
Branch
Wallerawang-Lidsdale CWA ladies 
held a very successful mini market 
day in May. The members made 
delicious slices, cakes, biscuits, 
sweet treats, pickles, jams, etc 
which were much sort-after items. 
There was also a craft and plant 
stall and a book and bric-a-brac 
stall. For a small town the members 
were happy with the funds raised 

on the day which will go toward the 
running of their much loved hall in 
Wallerawang.

Woy Woy Branch
Woy Woy Branch has partnered 
with Central Coast Disaster Relief 
(CCDR) to offer a weekly outreach 
service. The Branch is very proud 
to be able to play a small part in 
bringing this wonderful outreach 
service to the Peninsula. 

Haircuts, hot meals, clothing, 
food hampers and much needed 
emotional support are on offer 
every Thursday night, not just for 
those sleeping rough but for anyone 
who needs a helping hand. CCDR’s 
mission is to enrich the lives of 

individuals whom are experiencing 
hardships and alleviate human 
suffering by mobilising the power 
of volunteers and the generosity 
of community. The Branch decided 
to help them achieve their goals 
by offering the hall grounds every 
Thursday night because the branch 
believes that many small acts of 
kindness add up to widespread 
community kindness. Over time as 
the trust builds we are hopeful that 
we can welcome more women and 
children into the nurturing fold of 
our branch. 

Blue Mountains Group

Blue Mountains Group held its 
Land Cookery Competition in 
March at Leura Branch rooms. 
Wailyn Mar was invited to judge 
the 93 entries. Wailyn, who has 
been judging at the group for the 
past four years, said that there had 
been a marked improvement in the 
standard of entries. “There has also 
been an increase in the number of 
entries. It is very pleasing that so 
many members had given it a go, 
especially the more challenging 

recipes,” said Wailyn.

Hunter River Group

In March, on St. Patrick’s Day, 
Morpeth Branch hosted the Hunter 
River Land Cookery judging, 
including jams, pickles and relish. 
There were many entries from far 
afield including Merriwa, Belmont, 
Scone, Nelson Bay and Morpeth. 
Congratulations to all the winners 
that went through to state.

Namoi Group
A strong representation of 31 branch 
delegates attended the recent 
Namoi Group council meeting in 
Gunnedah and all turned out in 
something green for St Patrick’s 
Day. Host branch president Coralie 
Howe enlightened those present 
with a short history on St Patrick, 
patron saint of Ireland. Plenty of 
enthusiasm received for the recent 
Handicraft and Land Cookery Day at 
Mullaley—of interest was the “how 
to” of knitted koalas the Royal Show 
committee is planning for the 2022 
Centenary show bags. A suggestion 
was made that branches engage in 
helping activities like Careflight, 
Royal Flying Doctor Service, Royal 
Far West Children’s Health Scheme, 
accredited programs for homeless 
women, youth and children and the 
Guide Dog Association.

From our Groups
1
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Dear members.
The ACWW South Pacific Area 
Conference held via Zoom on 8th 
March is over and the response has 
been most pleasing. I must thank 
Nick in our London Office for his 
wonderful help before and during 
the whole process—I couldn’t have 
done it without him. All the staff are 
working from their homes and they 
are amazing! My lovely assistant, 
Lyn Braico travelled down from 
Sydney to be with me.
If you missed it you can log on to 
the ACWW website and watch it 
there. www.acww.org.uk
All four resolutions were passed 
and will now go to the World 
Conference agenda.
The financial report is on the website 
and the next Area Conference will 
be in Griffith, NSW in 2024.
The World President, Magdie de 
Kock and guest speaker Clair Mahon, 
New Zealand, were fabulous.
Because of COVID-19 the World 
Conference will have to be 
postponed for a year and there will 
be a special World Conference held 
online over five days next month 

for Societies in CAT 1, 2 & 3 to vote 
on changing the constitution to 
accommodate the move. This will be 
a “one off” and the next conference 
will be hopefully face-to-face in 
Malaysia in 2023.
In December Lyn Braico, CWA 
of NSW State International 
Officer, forwarded a very large 
consignment of pallets to PNG 
including materials, books, birthing 
kits, clothing, etc, as well as seven 
suitcases of bras, pants, socks, 
clothing, material, four large boxes 
of beads, threads and clips to make 
jewellery, a first aid kit and special 
thermometer from me. These were 
distributed by the newly re-formed 
CWA PNG Umbrella Group, who 
are now registered with ACWW 
as a CAT 3. The goods were evenly 
distributed to many CWA branches 
and I have received warm “thank 
you”s, as has Lyn.
The Conference preparations have 
taken a lot of my time over these 
past months and COVID-19 has also 
put a stop to most of my travelling. 
However, I have been able to still 
finance projects in some of the 
Islands.

I thank all who continue to send in 
stamps. These are a good source of 
income as is the merchandise that 
I am still selling when I can now to 
limited individuals because of travel 
limits.
We must all look to the future and 
pray that the vaccines that are now 
starting to be administered will 
slow this horrid virus throughout 
the world and hopefully, in the not 
too distant future, we will all be able 
to meet face-to-face again.
I am keeping well and busy. The 
farm is looking good and Peter has 
started to work ground getting 
ready to start sowing possibly late 
next month if rains come.
I sympathise with those who are 
experiencing torrential rain along 
the Eastern side of Australia and 
hope that the skies clear for you 
soon.
I wish each of you, and your families, 
a very Happy Easter and may the 
bunny find you with some lovely 
chocolate.
Gail Commens
ACWW South Pacific Area President
20th March 2021

Letter from South Pacific Area President

Reducing the risk of COVID-19 infection
You can help reduce the risk of infection from COVID-19 (coronavirus) through 
physical distancing. Combined with good personal hygiene, physical distancing 
can help keep us all safe and protect vulnerable people in our community.

To keep yourself and others safe
 ▪ wash your hands often and thoroughly with soap and water or an alcohol-
based hand sanitiser

 ▪ avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands
 ▪ keep a distance of 1.5 metres between yourself and other people
 ▪ do not shake hands, hug or kiss as a greeting
 ▪ if possible, use debit and credit cards instead of cash and make use of online and self-serve transactions.

It’s particularly important to take these precautions when visiting vulnerable people, such as those in aged care 
facilities or hospitals, infants, or people with compromised immune systems.

If you do have COVID-19 symptoms, get tested and stay at home. 

© State of New South Wales. For current information go to www.nsw.gov.au.

Note: All branches and groups must continue to follow their COVID Safe Plan and follow the catering guidelines 
outlined in the April 2021 journal.

1
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Hilda Fosdike—ex Braidwood, 
former member for 30 years; 
Group Handicraft Officer and 
prolific crafter—aged 100.
Dapto
Roma Macdonald—held a number 
of Branch and Group positions, 
especially Treasurer; served on 
the State Cultural Committee; 
awarded a Long Service Bar; a hard 
working former member for 45 
years, the last year at Port Kembla.
Eugowra
Romy Tysoe Taylor—a passionate 
artist who did a lovely painting for 
the “Year of the Outback” which is 
displayed in the rooms; an active 
member for 18 years.
Eurongilly
Helen Margaret Hillyer—founding 
member, held all positions at 
branch and group level; served as 
Group Representative and State 
Vice President; Branch and Group 
Patron; awarded life membership 
and a 50 year bar; enjoyed Cultural 
activities and was a strong advocate 
for women’s issues—aged 99.
Glenbrook
Shirley Konza—held many positions 
within the Branch and was Patron 
and life member; a tireless and 
respected worker for over 60 
years, respected by all and sadly 
missed—aged 90.
Grafton
Margaret Cameron—past valued 
member for over 40 years, holding 
many positions, will be sadly 
missed—aged 84.
Gresford
Rita Chick—Patron and life 
member, past President, Secretary, 
Treasurer, Councillor to Group, 
Delegate and Cookery Officer, 
involved in catering for the 
Gresford Show; also held positions 
in Younger Set and helped raise the 
finance for the rooms; awarded a 
50 year bar, member for 68 years—
aged 99.

Verna Wells—Junior member in 
1945; Patron, former Vice President 
and International Officer, making 
her own outfit for the Country 
of Study; remembered for her 
beautiful flower arrangements and 
wonderful scones; awarded a 50 
year bar, member for 67 years.
Henty
Allyn Maher—ex Cookardinia, 
especially gifted at spinning wool 
and knitting, winning prizes at 
shows; held office at Branch and 
Group level; an inspirational and 
encouraging lady, adding humour 
to conversations; we miss her 
pikelets! Member for 54 years—
aged 89.
Hornsby & District
Heather Howard—successful 
competitor in cookery 
competitions, and was generous 
with her time and skills; member 
for 13 years, sadly missed.
Leura
Decima Toelle—former member 
and Branch President, remembered 
for her sense of humour and great 
morning teas—aged in her nineties.
Mumbil-Stuart Town
(Barbara) Jill Harris—Branch Patron, 
a willing worker with cooking and 
cleaning, awarded a long service 
bar and life membership; member 
for 31 years, sadly missed.
Narooma
Marjory Ramsay—valued member 
for 17 years; active in the choir and 
handicrafts, especially talented 
in spinning and crochet, offering 
free lessons; a good cook whose 
pumpkin scones were amazing; a 
lovely, hospitable lady and good 
friend who is sorely missed—aged 
85.
Yamba
Carol McKenzie—a quiet 
achiever and past Agricultural & 
Environmental Officer, member 
for six years, sadly missed.

The following branches mourn the 
loss of valued members:

Armidale
Margaret “Meg” Nicol—former 
member and Secretary, a generous 
host, remembered for her sense of 
humour—aged 84.
Enid “June” Piddington—former 
member for almost 50 years, 
and Patron; maintained interest 
despite ill health; remembered for 
her generosity of spirit—aged in 
her 95th year.
Bermagui & District
Elsie Wills—past Branch Councillor 
and member of the Bermagui Belles 
troupe, a lively lady with a cheeky 
sense of humour; awarded a Long 
Service Bar; loved and respected 
for member for 30 years—aged 87.
Bodalla
Jean Marion—former member, 
past President, Vice President 
and Councillor; famous for her 
legendary date slice and other 
successful cooking; awarded a 
Long Service Bar; a willing member 
for 28 years.
Braidwood
Barbara Camiller—past President, 
Secretary, Delegate and Councillor, 
and held the role of Handicraft 
Officer when she passed away; a 
loved and treasured member for 18 
years, she will be missed—aged 81.
Bundanoon
Sheila Topham—always a willing 
helper, making handicraft and 
cookery items and passing on 
skills; active in meetings and 
competitions; former member for 
23 years—aged 84.
Bungendore
Helen Barr—former member 
for 22 years; Branch Councillor, 
Secretary, Group Representative 
and State Choir member; awarded 
a Long Service Bar.
Helen Collin—active member since 
2002.

Garden of Remembrance
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Accommodation and Mini Ads

Bermagui Seaside Cottage
The CWA Bermagui Seaside Cottage comprises 
a family room off the kitchen and 2 bedrooms 
containing: queen bed and single bed, and twin beds. 
Cutlery supplied. Bring own linen. 
Enquires and applications to: 
The Secretary,  
PO Box 123, Bermagui 2546
cwaseasidecottage@gmail.com

CWA Members Outsourced Accommodation

The Metro Hotels Group has been chosen as the 
accommodation provider for the CWA of NSW. A 
15% discount off the BAR (Best Available Rate) at the 
time of booking, when using the code, is available 
at Aspire Hotel Ultimo, Metro Hotel Sydney Marlow 
Central, Metro Hotel on Pitt, Metro Apartments on 
King and Metro Apartments Darling Harbour.

Booking should be made online via www.
metrohotels.com.au or contact 1800 766 498 if you 
do not have access to the website. 

The code must be entered (in the promotional code 
section when searching for rooms) or quoted over 
the phone to obtain the discount. The code can be 
obtained from the website (after logging in) or by 
calling CWA State Office. There is a new code starting 
from 1st February each year.

Please note: Peak season rates apply for City to Surf, 
NRL Grand Final, V8 Supercars and New Year’s Eve.

The Country Woman is produced on the instructions of  
Sue-Ellen Hogan the Honorary Editor of the Country 
Women’s Association of New South Wales, Level 2, 244 
Coward St, Mascot, 2020. Typeset by Leah Gaskell, Country 
Women’s Association of New South Wales State Office and 
printed by IVE Group.

Epping (Sydney) 
Homestay Apartment

Lovely leafy short 
term/holiday fully self-
contained furnished 2 
bedroom apartment 
for rent – at the front 

of our home (Separate 
entrance). Close to 
transport, hospitals 

and unis. 2 night min 
stay. Linen and starter 
kit breakfast included. 

From $90/night. Contact 
Kaye 0410 68 9915 or 
kmacca63@gmail.com

Mimosa Cottage
Enjoy our sunny Holiday House at 

Scotts Head, near
 Macksville

Ocean and mountain views 
One double bedroom & one 

twin, reverse cycle a/c, shops, 
club in village, great beaches, 
fishing. CWA discount out of 

school holidays 
Ring owners for information

02 6247 0598, manager for 
bookings 02 6569 0447

Janet Burkhardt
Old and Fine 

Books
Specialising in Australiana, 
Local and Rural History and 

Australian Biography.
Contact us for Mail Order 

Catalogue.
11 Larakia Street,

Waramanga ACT 2611
Phone 02 6288 1939

CWA of NSW gratefully acknowledges your generosity

Community Partnership Corporate Partner 
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